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ABSTRACT 

The difficulty in design a ball-riding robot is to make statically unstable system to be 
dynamically stable. This research involves the control algorithms of a Ballbot based on 
using 3-perpendicular-wheel drive concept. A PID controller is designed and tested in 
both simulation and the real Ballbot to observe the dynamics of the system. In the later 
chapters, both simulation and real hardware experiments will be conducted and 
discussed. The simulation is conducted in Matlab Simulink program. 

 
Keywords: Ball-riding robot, Ballbot, Eulr-Lagrangian method, PID controller, 

three-perpendicular-wheel drive mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Motivation 

As we can see from Figure 1.1, different types of mobile robot perform differently on 
the uneven ground. Neither conventional four-wheeled robots nor three-wheel-based 
robots maintain balance, due to their instability caused by relatively high centers of 
gravity. In that case, actions have to be taken to lower the center of gravity. Usually, 
significant dead-weight needs to be added to the robot. In addition to that, the 
maximum speed of these robots is limited since they are vulnerable to rapid 
acceleration or deceleration. On contrast, a single-wheeled self-balancing robot 
(Ballbot) can easily keep itself upright by adjusting the dip angle.  Based on that fact, 
we can draw a conclusion that a Ballbot has its superiority to the conventional 
multi-wheeled mobile robots in aspect of maintaining balance, especially unexpected 
load condition is applied. 

 

Figure 1.1 Performance of mobile robots under slope condition 

Self-balancing robots also have larger potential for agility. By adjusting the tilt angle, 
it allows the robots to make use of their instability and enable gravity to assist in the 
task of acceleration. This is similar to how jet fighters are intentionally 
aerodynamically unstable for greater performance.  
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1.2 Background 

A Ballbot is mobile robot which can stand vertically on a ball. Since it only has one 
single contact point to the ground, a Ballbot is omni-directional and thus much more 
agile in the nature compared to other conventional ground vehicles. Its dynamic 
stability improved feasibility while navigating in narrow or dynamic environments. 
The Ballbot is designed based on the identical principle as that of an inverted 
pendulum. 

The fundamental structure of a Ballbot is nothing but an inverted pendulum. A Ballbot 
contains a ball and a mechamical body which drives the ball atop of it. A tilt sensor is 
used to measure the tilt angle of the Ballbot. The real-time data collected from the tilt 
sensor is then processed by a processor, which generate the signals for the motors. 
Corresponding rotation of each motor enable the Ballbot maintain balance. 

In the year of 2006, the concept of “Ballbot” was first introduced by Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU)(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). It was a single-wheeled dynamically 
stable mobile robot which can achieve the task of position keeping and simple  
movement. It approximates the shape and mass of a human being and has a relatively 
high center of gravity (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). Invention of this Ballbot has 
given birth to a new platform that was easily reconfigured for future research. Later in 
2008, another Ballbot was developed by Tohoku Gakuin University (TGU) (Kumagai 
and Ochiai 2008). A more complex mechanism was implemented to the Ballbot. As a 
result, introduction of this new mechanism improved the Ballbot performance 
significantly. 

 

 (a) CMU Ballbot          (b) TGU Ballbot 

Figure 1.2 Typical Ballbot  
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1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Theoretically, the existing Ballbot can be roughly classified into categories according 
to their drive mechanisms which respectively are Inversed Mouse-Ball mechanism 
(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006), perpendicular drive concept (Kumagai and Ochiai 2008) 
and Compacted Omni-wheels and Spherical-Wheel Unit (CWWU)(Wu and Hwang 
2008). Although all these mechanisms were proved to be able to achieve the balancing 
task, they all had their own constraints of motion control. A Ballbot based on Inverse 
Mouse-Ball mechanism or CWWU mechanism is incapable of orienting in yaw angle 
without additional actuator. As for the three omni-wheels drive mechanism, 
non-orthogonal arrangement of the mechanism lowered the efficiency of energy 
transmission. Therefore, improvement of the drive mechanism is of vital importance.  

1.4 Objective 

To design a ball riding robot with three-perpendicular omni-wheels and establish a new 
controller for the new platform. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

• Actuators of the Ballbot is composed of omni-wheels and DC brushed motors. 
• The drive mechanism provides the system 3 degree of freedom   
• The balance motion can be decoupled into independent planes with same control 

model. 
• The heading control was powered by another actuator. 
• The control signal of torque can be converted into voltage signal when implement 

the controller. 
• Tilt angle is obtained by a series of sensor including gyroscope and accelerometer. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, literature review of the Ballbot development in recent years will be 
presented. The existing work of Ball riding robot will be reviewed and compared in 
this chapter. Based on those works, performance and limitations of different Ballbot 
will be evaluated. 

2.2 Hardware Structure 

In this section, drive mechanism of existing Ballbots will be reviewed. other main 
components including ball, tilt sensor and controller unit would be also examed. 

2.2.1 Driving Mechanism 

Drive mechanism is critical to the performance of a Ballbot. More specifically, the 
degree of freedom of a Ballbot and further design of the control system are affected by 
the drive mechanism to a great extent. 

Inverse Mouse-Ball Drive 

In the year of 2006, the concept of Ballbot was introduced by Carnegie Mellon 
University  based on “the inverse mouse-ball drive actuator mechanism” (Lauwers, 
Kantor et al. 2006). As you can see from the Figure 2.1, at the end of the kinetic chain, 
the ball is driven by a pair of roller installed at the equator of the ball. Two 
commercialized DC servomotors are used as actuators. Motion transmission from the 
servomotors to the drive roller is achieved by timing belts. In addition to that, two idler 
rollers opposite the drive roller are introduced into the mechanism to maintain contact 
between the ball and roller (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). 

By applying this drive mechanism, control of the Ballbot can be determined separately 
in two planes. The control method could be exactly the same at the same time(Lauwers, 
Kantor et al. 2006). However, slippage between ball and roller can’t be eliminated due 
to the mutually orthogonal position of two roller axes. Specifically, if roller in one 
plane is driven by the DC motor actuator, slipping is inevitable in the other plane 
(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). In addition to that, all the rollers are installed at the 
equator of the ball, which means they don’t bear the weight of the robot body above it. 
Therefore, extra support is necessary for supporting the robot body. Another constrain 
is that, the Ballbot is restricted to the sphere parameters. Only riding on a very 
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specifically sized ball, can the Ballbot be capable to drive the ball. This is undesirable, 
especially when the diameter of the ball changes with temperature under different 
circumstances. Lastly, the drive mechanism does not even support the Ballbot heading 
control (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006).  

 

Figure 2.1 The inverse mouse-ball drive mechanism of 1st generation of CMU 
Ballbot (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006) 

 

     (a) mechanism overview    (b) yaw drive added to the mechanism 

Figure 2.2 The CMU Ballbot drive mechanism developed in 2009 (Nagarajan, 
Mampetta et al. 2009) 

The second version of the CMU Ballbot was developed in 2009(Nagarajan, Mampetta 
et al. 2009). Two major improvements were made according to the drawbacks of the 
previous version. As you can see from Figure 2.2(b), an extra mechanism consists of a 
DC motor and planetary gears act as yaw driver (Nagarajan, Mampetta et al. 2009). 
Another change was to use DC-servomotor-driving-rollers instead of rollers without 
actuator in the previous generation of CMU Ballbot as shown in Figure 2.2(a) 
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(Nagarajan, Mampetta et al. 2009). Unequal friction for forward and backward motion 
can be eliminated by this renovation. 

Spherical perpendicular omni-wheels Drive 

Another concept of the Ballbot is what we call Spherical perpendicular omni-wheels 
mechanism developed by Tohoku Gakuin University (TGU) in the year of 
2008(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). As Figure 2.3 illustrates, three stepper motors were 
installed rotationally symmetrically at 120° to each other. This mechanism enables 
the ball to roll freely along the axis of the wheel while the ball was actuated in the 
direction of rotation. It can also eliminate the backlash generated by the belt-drive 
system in the CMU Ballbot. Most importantly, the spherical perpendicular omni-wheel 
drive mechanism allows the Ballbot to rotate along the yaw axis without introduction 
of additional actuator (Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). However, energy loss may occur 
during the process of motion transmission, due to the nonorthogonality of the 
system(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). 

 

          (a) Isometric view    (b) Driving mechanism detail 

Figure 2.3 TGU Ballbot structure (Kumagai and Ochiai 2008) 

Later, the concept was adoppted by an Iran team (Akbari, Zabihi Kheibari et al. 2013). 
As Figure 2.3 indicates, both the first and second Ballbot use three stepper motors with 
omni-drive wheels that are similar to the TGU Ballbot. 
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 (a) First Ballbot                 (b) Second Ballbot 

Figure 2.4 Iranian Ballbot (Akbari, Zabihi Kheibari et al. 2013) 

To eliminate the backlash problem induced by gearbox motors in TGU Ballbot, timing 
belt grarbox was adopted in their Ballbot by Iranian team as shown in Figure 
2.4(Akbari, Zabihi Kheibari et al. 2013). Introduction of timing gearbox enhance the 
accuracy to a great degree at the cost of increasing mechanical complexity. 

 
Figure 2.5 Timing belt gearbox (Akbari, Zabihi Kheibari et al. 2013) 

Four Omni-Direction Wheels Drive 

In addition to two widely-used mechanisms above, another mechanism called 
“Combination of Omniwheel and Spherical Wheel Unit” (CWWU) was used (Wu and 
Hwang 2008). As you can see from the Figure 2.7, a mechanism consists four 
omni-wheels was applied in their Ballbot. This drive mechanism eliminate the 
annoying frictional effects occurs in the very first generation of the CMU Ballbot. 
However, heading control is not available without additional actuators (Wu and Hwang 
2008). 
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Figure 2.6 Diagram of a CWWU (Wu and Hwang 2008) 

The second version of Taiwan team Ballbot is called “Combination with Chains with 
Guiding Wheel Unit” (CWWU1) (Wu, Huang et al. 2009). Two sets of chains are 
acting as the transmission units, they are all powered by individual actuator. As it 
illustrates in the Figure 2.7, the chains are installed with extra guiding wheels (Wu, 
Huang et al. 2009). 

 
Figure 2.7 The mechanism of a CWWU1 (Wu, Huang et al. 2009) 
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2.2.2 Ball 

The ball is of vital importance in a Ballbot, it has to transmit all the driving force from 
the actuator and bear the load from the mass of the body. What is more important is 
that the deformation of the ball under load should be small enough and neglectable. 
Moreover, a high friction coefficient and a low inertia are essential. How to choose an 
appropriate ball depends heavily on the drive mechanism.  

The Ballbot of CMU initially was designed for a 20cm metal ball coated with a 3.2mm 
urethane surface (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). A variety of urethane were adopted in 
the experienment. The performance of the ball was quite good, but the ball wore out 
(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). After that, they replaced it with a much lighter 
aluminium shell of which the diameter is 190.5mm(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006).  

The TGU Ballbot selected a commercialized bowling ball covered with rubber layer to 
increase the friction (Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). During the trial period, the TGU 
team has trialed a basketball(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). Although the robot could 
maintain its balance, it was, unfortunately, unsteady(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). 

The properties of the ball used in the ballbot depend greatly on the drive mechanism, 
and thus the two constructed ballbot have two very different balls. 

2.2.3 Tilt Sensors 

To fully control the leaning angle of a Ballbot, it fundamentally requires multiple 
sensors that allow to measure the inclination of the Ballbot body as a function of time. 
A tilt sensor is able to measure the tilting in often two axes. The accelerometer and 
gyroscope are both vulnerable to errors in some degree. The accelerometer appears 
accurate in long time scale, while it is unrealiable in short period. The gyroscope which 
gives the change rate of angle can measure accurately when it is suffering sudden 
change. However, accumulation of error can happen after using for long time. 
According to their characteristic, a combination of them can provide accurate data in 
both long and short term. 

The CMU Ballbot used a VG700CA-200 IMU with a vertical gyro (Lauwers, Kantor et 
al. 2006). This sensor is actually a combination of accelerometer with gyroscope, it has 
internal Kalman filter which can provide relatively high accuracy when 
measuring.(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006).  
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Figure 2.8 Crossbow Technology VG700CA-200 IMU 

The gyroscope of ADXRS401 and the accelerometer of ADXL203 are selected as tilt 
sensor(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). Since the characteristics of the sensors’ 
performance in short and long term, high-pass filter and low-pass filter are used 
separately in the chip (Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). 

 
(a) ADXRS401 gyroscopes                 (b) ADXL203 accelerometers 

Figure 2.9 Tilt sensor of TGU Ballbot 

The Ballbot of Iranian team selected three single axis gyroscope with part number 
ADXRS150 and a dual axis accelerometer with the part number ADXL203 and a three 
axis magnetometer(Akbari, Zabihi Kheibari et al. 2013).  

   

 (a) ADXRS150 gyroscopes  (b) ADXL203 accelerometers (c) 3-axis magnetometer 

Figure 2.10 Tilt sensor of Iranian team Ballbot 
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2.2.4 Microprocessor 

The Microprocessor acts as the brain of the robot, various of the microprocessor in 
existing projects are reviewed. 

The CMU Ballbot implemented a 200 MHz Pentium processor(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 
2006). The TGU Ballbot used a 16-bit registers processor(Kumagai and Ochiai 2008). 
The University of Adelaide Ballbot is powered by a Dragon board of which the main 
processor is HCS12. 

2.3   System dynamics modeling 

In order to derive the dynamics of a Ballbot, previously derived equations of motion 
will be reviewed in this section. To begin with, assumptions are the prerequisite for 
derivation of Ballbot dynamics. Secondly, current methodologies of deriving dynamics 
equations of the Ballbot will be discussed and compared. Finally, one of those methods 
is selected and will be explained in detail. 

2.3.1 Assumptions 

Dynamics of a Ballbot are sophisticated and, therefore, difficult to derive only if 
assumptions to simplify the system of a Ballbot are made. Assumptions were made as 
follows.  

• Ball and body can be considered as rigid, slippage between the wheel and the floor 
is evitable. 

• The controlled signal is torque from actuator which can be converted into input 
voltage of the motor. 

2.3.2 Derivation of equations 

Before derive the system dynamic model, initial setting of coordinate is required. It 
could be arbitrary to set the coordinates as long as the coordinate can fully define the 
system. However, it is beneficial to set the coordinate that can simplify the 
measurement such as body angle and ball-to-body angle. Figure 2.12 illustrates typical 
setting of Ballbot coordinate. The CMU Ballbot set the coordinate based on the body 
to ball angle θ and ball angle ϕ (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006), while Shearer Ballbot 
coordinate was set according to body angle θ and body-motor angle ϕ(Fong and Uppill 
2009). In addition to that, 2nd generation of CMU directly set the coordinate in the light 
of body angle Ψ and ball angle θ (Nagarajan, Mampetta et al. 2009). 
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(a) CMU 2006 coordinate  (b) Fong 2009 coordinate  (c) CMU 2009 coordinate 

Figure 2.11 Existing coordinate setting 

The system dynamics can be obtained by applying the Lagrangian approach, some of 
the Balllbot teams have already done a good work (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006) and 
(Fong and Uppill 2009). This method defines a quantity the Lagrangian (𝑞, 𝑞, t) where 
q is the minimal coordinates in the system model, and t is time. The quantity L is a 
summation of the kinetic energy minus the potential energy installed in the whole 
system. 

𝐿 = 𝑇 − 𝑈 

To obtain Lagrangian, both kinetic and potential energy of all components need to be 
calculated in advance. When calculating the Lagrangian, the CMU team didn’t 
consider the kinetic energy of the motors (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). With the 
development of Ballbot, researchers from University of Adelade take the kinetic 
energy of motors into consideration for accuracy purpose(Fong and Uppill 2009). 

2.3.3 Force vector 

When designing the CMU Ballbot, the CMU team simply modeled the control torques 
as torques(Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006). The major limitation of that model is that the 
motor dynamics were neglected. The force vector of CMU Ballbot is shown as 
bellows. 

  F = 0
𝜏  

Recently, a more accurate method of Ballbot system modeling has been created by 
introducing the motor dynamics to the system(Fong and Uppill 2009).  The output 
torque of the motor is not only effected by the supply voltage but also by the motor 
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dynamics. More over, frictions applied on the system is also considered. It is shown as 
bellows. 

𝐹 =
−𝜇!"𝜃

𝐾𝑡𝑣
𝑅
− 𝜇!"𝛾 −

𝐾𝑏𝐾𝑡∅
𝑅

 

where  

• 𝜃 is the ball angular velocity  
• 𝛾 is angular velocity of the body 
• ∅ is angular velocity of the motor 
• 𝜇!" is friction coefficient between the body and the ball  

• 𝜇!" is friction coefficient between the ball and the ground 

The equations of motion can be expressed as 

𝑴 𝑞 𝑞 + 𝑪 𝑞, 𝑞 + 𝑮 𝑞 +𝑫(𝑞) = 𝑭(𝑞, 𝑞, 𝑣) 

Since the equations of motion are involved with sinusoids, it is non-linear obviously. 
Therefore, linearization of system equations is essential before designing a linear 
controller for the planar. The behavior of the Ballbot system can be described in the 
form of matrix. 

𝒒 = 𝑴!!(𝑭− (𝑪+ 𝑮+𝑫)) 

The state space equation of the system is 𝒙 = 𝒇(𝑥,𝑢), which then can be written in the 
matrix form as: 

𝒙 = 𝒒
𝒒(𝑞, 𝑞, 𝑣) =

𝒒
𝑴!!(𝑭− (𝑪+ 𝑮+𝑫))    

As for linearization, we can take Tailor expansion up to first order of the non-linear 
state space equation: 

𝒙 = 𝒇 𝑥, 𝑣 + 𝑱(𝑥) 𝒙  

where   

𝒙   is the linearized point where the robot is steady and without acceleration 
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𝒙   =
0
0
0
0

!

 

𝒙  is the linearized state. 

𝑱(𝑥) is the first order Jacobian matrix at that linearized point. 

The linearized state 𝒙  is considered state vector. The planar model can be written in 
the form of state space equation. 

𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝑩𝒗 

 

2.4   Theoretical Controller 

There are a variety of control algorithms that can be implemented to control the 
Ballbot. As it is mentioned in the previous chapter, a linear approximation to the 
system is necessary before using the linear controller, due to the nonlinearity of the 
system. However, non-linear control methods can also achieve the control task of a 
Ballbot. 

In most of the case, control of a Ballbot can be separated into two orthogonal planes 
independently for purpose of simplification. In each plane, the Ballbot system is 
regarded as an inverted pendulum system. A review of frequently-used controllers will 
be undertaken.  

2.4.1 LQR Controller 

The linear quadratic regulator controller is one of the optimal control method. By 
applying this method, the controller can find the gains that minimize the cost of the 
controller. The 𝑸  matrix is the state weighting matrix indicates the system 
characteristics, it illustrates that how the state is willing to approach the desired point. 
The 𝑹 matrix is the control matrix which compensate the large input value. Once 
those two matrix are determined, the gain matrix 𝑲 can be calculated by submitting 
the 𝑸 matrix and 𝑹 matrix into the equation. 

𝑉 = 𝒙! 𝜏 𝑸+𝑲!𝑹𝑲 𝒙 𝜏
!

!
𝑑  𝜏 

The LQR controller has been adopted in several Ballbot, due to its good performance.  
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Carnegie Mellon University Controller 

To stabilize the Ballbot, the CMU team implemented a linear controller that has two 
loops as shown in Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.12 Control structure of CMU Ballbot (Lauwers, Kantor et al. 2006) 

Evidently, Proportional-Integrator controller (PI controller) was used in the inner loop, 
which feeds back the system output θ (angular velocity of the ball). After tuning the 
proportional gain 𝐾!  and integral gain 𝐾!  of the PI controller, the ball is able to 
track the desired velocity. Moreover, existence of inner loop do make sense since it can 
compensate for the various force neglected during system modeling. When modeling 
the system, forces generated by static friction and non-linear dynamic friction was 
excluded, even though their effect to the system turn out to be significant. 

The outer loop is a linear quadratic regulator controller (LQR controller) that controls 
all the variables in the system. Once the state weighting matrix 𝑸 and the control 
matrix 𝑹 are determined according to simulation results, we can use Matlab to 
compute the rest of parameters (i.e. associated gain matrix 𝑲). However, modification 
of controller gains is necessary before practical use, due to the ignorance of several 
physical factors. 

2.4.2 PD Controller 

The PD control algorithm was applied on the TGU Ballbot. As it is mentioned before, 
three stepper motors were installed rotationally symmetrically at 120° each. This 
particular arrangement of drive mechanism makes it difficult to control the wheels 
directly. As a result, two virtual motors were then introduced into the system, which 
lied in the same plane as the sensors lied (same arrangement as CMU Ballbot). Control 
signal is computed based on the virtual motors. Meanwhile, the signal was converted 
so that it can be recognized by the real motor. During that process, control equation 
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based upon geographical relationship between real motors and virtual motors was used. 
The govern equation in the Ballbot is shown below. 

𝑎! = 𝐾!𝜃! +   𝐾!"𝜃! + 𝐾! 𝑥 − 𝑥! +𝐾!𝑣! 

𝑎! = 𝐾!𝜃! +   𝐾!"𝜃! + 𝐾!(𝑦 − 𝑦!)+𝐾!𝑣! 

where   

• 𝑎! 𝑎! are the acceleration of the actuator. 

• 𝜃! 𝜃! are the tilt angle. 

• 𝑣! 𝑣! are the linear velocity of the robot. 

• K  is the gain obtained through trial and error. 

The majority of the system based on inverted pendulum use torque as the control 
command. In the TGU Ballbot, acceleration is selected as the command since the 
actuators are stepper motors. 

2.4.3 Fuzzy Logic Control 

In addition to the above control algorithms, Fuzzy Logic Controller can also be used to 
balance a Ballbot. Since nonlinearities and external disturbances of the system are 
non-neglectable, it is not easy to establish a precise mathematical model. Unlike the 
classic control methods, accurate mathematical model is not required for Fuzzy Logic 
Control. Therefore, Fuzzy Logic Control, for the first time, was introduced by a 
Taiwanese team.    

 

Figure 2.13 The Control scheme (Peng, Chiu et al. 2009) 
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  (a) Sub controller of angle                 (b) Control rules of angle 

Figure 2.14 The angle controller and rule base (Peng, Chiu et al. 2009) 

 

 (a) Sub controller of position             (b) Control rules of position 

Figure 2.15 Fuzzy logic control diagram (Peng, Chiu et al. 2009) 

For the purpose of angle and position control, position error and angle error along with 
the change rate of them were considered as states (Peng, Chiu et al. 2009). The control 
torque can be converted into voltage signal in the form of PWM. For the sake of 
simplification, the fuzzy controller can be considered as a combination of 2 
sub-controllers: the position loop and the angle loop respectively shown in figure 2.14 
and figure 2.15 (Peng, Chiu et al. 2009). Thus, the original four-input variable system 
can be simplified into two two-input variable systems, which is called double loop 
structure. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Design flow 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a control-theory-based robot that can balance on a 
ball without falling down. To achieve this goal, four steps have to be taken in sequence. 
First of all, we need to derivate of motion equations. In this step, mathematical model 
of the Ballbot is generated according to the geometric of the robot and the ball, through 
which we can reach a better understanding of how the Ballbot works. Then in the 
second step, the task is to design Ballbot parameters and to select of standard 
components used in the Ballbot (i.e., sensors, omini-wheels, motors, etc.) We will 
generate a 3-D model in SOLIDWORKS software after all the parameters are given. 
The third step is to manufacture the hardware and to assemble the Ballbot. Lastly, we 
need to design the circuits for the Ballbot and come up with a controller. 

 

 

  

System	  
modeling 

• Deriva3on	  of	  mo3on	  equa3ons 
• Conver3on 

Design	  of	  
hardware 

• Design	  Ballbot	  parameters 
• Selec3on	  of	  standard	  parameters 
• Generate	  3-‐D	  model 

Manufacturing	  
of	  hardware 

• Manufacturing	  hardware 
• Assemble	  the	  Ballbot 

Design	  of	  
controller 

• Design	  circuits	  for	  the	  Ballbot 
• Come	  up	  with	  a	  controller 
• Simula3on 
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3.1.2 Design concept 

According to the review of previous work of Ballbot, there are a variety of 
mechanisms that can achieve the task of balancing a robot. As you can see from figure 
2.16, these concepts of drive mechanism have been adopted in the existing Ballbots, 
regardless of their own disadvantage. 

 

(a). Inverse mouse ball drive             (b).Four Omni-wheels drive 

 

(c). 3 Serphirical-perpendicular omni-wheels drive 
Figure 3.1 Existing concept of drive mechanism 

However, another concept of 3-perpendicular omni-wheels drive is rarely used in 
reality, since its unsymmentric arrangement of drive wheels increase the difficulty of 
control. In this thesis, this concept of drive mechanism will be introduced in my 
Ballbot. 
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Figure 3.2 3-perpendicular omni-wheels drive 

 

3.2 Mathematical model 

Before implement the controller, a mathematical model describe the whole system 
needs to be derived. As we can see from Figure 3.3, unlike the conventional Ballbot 
drive mechanisms the arrangement of the omni-wheels in this project is unsymmetric. 
However the control model can be decoupled into two planes: in roll drive and pitch 
drive planes, the control algorithm are identical. 

For simplification purpose, virtual actuating wheels as shown in Figure 3.3 are 
introduced. The virtual actuating wheels have the equivalent functionality to the real 
actuating wheels. When designing a controller for the Ballbot, we design it according 
to the virtual actuating wheels. Then we can obtain the relationship between the virtual 
actuating wheels and the real actuating wheels based on the geometric relationship. 
Theoretically, the Ballbot is controlled through the virtual configuration indirectly.  
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(1) Real hardware   (2) Virtual drive arragement 

Figure 3.3 Real and virtual configurations 

3.2.1 Minimal coordinate of the Ballbot plannar model 

Figure 3.4 Minimal coordinate system of the Ballbot plannar model 
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• Before applying the Euler Lagrangian method, a coordinate system should be 
introduced as is shown in Figure 3.4. The parameters used in the Ballbot modeling 
are 

• 𝑟!- Ball radius 
• 𝑟!- Wheel radius 
• 𝑙 - Hight of Ballbot’s mass center  
• 𝑚!- Ball weight 
• 𝑚!- Body weight 
• 𝐼! - Moment of inertia of the ball 
• 𝐼! - Moment of inertia of the body 
• 𝐼! - Moment of inertia of the wheel about the rotation axis including the motors 

rotor  
• 𝜃 – Angular distance of the ball 
• 𝜓 – Angular distance of the actuating wheel 
• 𝛾 – Tilt angle of the Body 

3.2.2 Assumptions 

Dynamics of a Ballbot are sophisticated and, therefore, difficult to derive only if 
assumptions to simplify the system of a Ballbot are made. Assumptions were made as 
follows.  

• The motion is analysed in three independent planes the XZ plane, YZ plane and 
XY plane. 

• The models in XZ plane and in YZ plane are the same, the motion in both planes 
are immune to coupleing 

• Ball moves only on horizontal plane and movement along vertical direction is 
neglected. 

• Deformation occurs at the contact points of the ball are not considered. 

3.2.3 Derivation of Dynamics 

The first priority of this Ballbot is balancing. Therefore, we analyse the vertical planes 
first. Only the XZ plane is analysed here, and it can also be applied to YZ plane. A 
minimal coordinate is one that could fully define the systems within XZ plane. 
Theoretically, we can select one between 𝛾! and 𝜓! combined with 𝜃! as minimal 
coordinate, since 𝛾!  and 𝜓!  are interrelated according to the assumption of no 
slippage. Eventually the minimal coordinate is selected as follow on account of  easy 
measurement: 
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𝒒𝒙𝒛 =
𝜃!
𝛾!

 

Where 𝒒𝒙𝒛 is a minimal coordinate describe the Ballbot states. 

𝑦 illustrates the motion is restricted in XZ plane. 

After the selection of minimal coordinate, the Lagrangian approach is used to derivate 
the Ballbot model. Lagrangian approach is a frequently-used method to obtain complex 
system model which is determined by the kinetic and potential energy in the system. 
Energies of each component within the system need to be calculated in terms of 
minimal coordinate. To start with, both linear and angular velocity of every part is to 
be determined. 

The Ball 

Table 3.1 Acquisition of Ball motion 

Ball Angle 𝜃! 

Ball Position  
𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! 
𝑧! = 0 

Ball Velocity 
𝒙𝒃, 𝒛𝒃  

𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! 

𝑧! = 0 

Magnitude of  
Velocity 𝒗𝒃  

𝑣! = 𝑟!𝜃! 

 

• Kinetic energy of the ball 𝑇!  

𝑇! =
1
2𝑚!𝑣!! +

1
2 𝐼!𝜃!

! 

𝑇! =
1
2 𝑚!𝑟!! + 𝐼! 𝜃!! 

• Potential energy of the ball 𝑉!  
According to the assumption in the previous chapter, there is no movement along 
vertical direction. 

𝑉! = 0 
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The Actuating Wheel 

Table 3.2 Acquisition of wheel motion 

Wheel Angle 𝜓! 

Wheel Position 
𝒙𝒘, 𝒛𝒘  

𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! + (𝑟! + 𝑟!) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾!  

𝑧! = (𝑟! + 𝑟!) cos 𝛾!  

Wheel Velocity 
𝒙𝒘, 𝒛𝒘  

𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! + (𝑟! + 𝑟!) cos 𝛾! 𝛾! 

𝑧! = −(𝑟! + 𝑟!) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾! 𝛾! 

Magnitude of 
Velocity 𝒗𝒘  𝑣! = (𝑟! + 𝑟!)!  𝛾!! +    𝑟!𝜃!

! + 2𝑟!(𝑟! + 𝑟!) cos 𝛾! 𝜃!𝛾! 
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In state space form, Angular velocity of the actuating wheel 𝜓! is not included. 

However, we can derive it as a function of 
minimal coordinate before calculation the 
velocity term of the wheel. 

According to the assumption mentioned before, 
there is no slippage between the ball and the 

actuating wheel. Hence, 𝜓! can be derived by 

equating the velocity at contact points between 

ball and actuating wheel (𝑉2 = 𝑉3). Radius and 

angular velocity used for calculation of each 
point in Figure 3.5 are shown in Table 3.3. 

Figure 3.5 Velocity equalization at contact points 

Table 3.3 Acquisition of actuating wheel motion 

Radius Vector Angular Velocity 

𝑅!" =
𝑟! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾!

0
𝑟! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾!

 𝜔!" =
0
𝜃!
0

 

𝑅!" =
(𝑟! + 𝑟!) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾!

0
(𝑟! + 𝑟!) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾!

   𝜔!" =
0
𝛾!
0

  

𝑅!" =
−𝑟! sin 𝛾!

0
−𝑟! cos 𝛾!

 𝜔!" =
0

−𝜓!
0

 

 

• Velocity at contact point on the ball 𝑉2  

𝑉2 = 𝑉1 + (𝜔21×𝑅21) 

• Velocity at contact point on the wheel 𝑉3  

𝑉! = 𝑉! + (𝜔!"×𝑅!")+ (𝜔!"×𝑅!")   
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By equating the velocity of of 𝑉2 = 𝑉3, angular velocity of wheel can be represented 

in the form of minimal coordinate: 

𝜓! = −𝛾! −
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝛾! − 𝜃!  

• Kinetic energy of the wheel 𝑇!  

𝑇! =
1
2𝑚!𝑣!! +

1
2 𝐼!𝜓!

! 

𝑇! =
1
2
𝑚! (𝑟! + 𝑟!)!  𝛾!! +    𝑟!𝜃!

!
+ 2𝑟! 𝑟! + 𝑟! cos 𝛾! 𝜃!𝛾! +

1
2
𝐼! 𝛾! +

𝑟!
𝑟!

𝛾! − 𝜃!

!

 

• Potential energy of the actuating wheel 𝑉!  

𝑉! = 𝑚!𝑔𝑧! 

𝑉! = 𝑚!𝑔(𝑟! + 𝑟!) cos 𝛾!  

 

The Body 

Table 3.4 Acquisition of body motion 

Body Angle 𝛾! 

Body Position 

𝒙𝑩, 𝒛𝑩  

𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! + 𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾!  

𝑧! = 𝑙 cos 𝛾!  

Body Velocity 

𝒙𝑩, 𝒛𝑩  

𝑥! = 𝑟!𝜃! + 𝑙 cos 𝛾! 𝛾! 

𝑧! = −𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾! 𝛾! 

Magnitude of 

Linear Velocity 

𝒗𝑩  
𝑣! = 𝑙!  𝛾!! +    𝑟!𝜃!

! + 2𝑟!𝑙 cos 𝛾! 𝜃!𝛾! 

 

• Kinetic energy of the body 𝑇!  

𝑇! =
1
2𝑚!𝑣!! +

1
2 𝐼!𝛾!

! 
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𝑇! =
1
2𝑚! 𝑙!  𝛾!! +    𝑟!𝜃!

! + 2𝑟!𝑙 cos 𝛾! 𝜃!𝛾! +
1
2 𝐼!𝛾!

! 

• Potential energy of the body 𝑉!  

𝑉! = 𝑚!𝑔𝑧! 

𝑉! = 𝑚!𝑔𝑙 cos 𝛾!  

 

Forces 

The Lagrangian quantity should be conservative if only potential force is applied to the 
system. The non-potential force is the only term which changes the total Langragian 
quantity of the system. In this Ballbot, non-potential forced acting on the system 
consists of two parts (i.e., motor torque and friction force). How the non-potential 
forces affect on the ballbot is demonstrated in Figure 3.6.  

Figure 3.6 Force diagram of the system 
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• Torque generated by actuating wheel 

𝑭𝟏 =
𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!
+ 1

 

• Counter torque on the body 

𝑭𝟐 =
0
𝜏  

• Force matrix (𝑭)  

𝑭𝟏 = 𝑭𝟏 + 𝑭𝟐 =
𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

 

DC motor dynamics can be expressed as 

𝜏!" = 𝐾𝑡 ∙ 𝑖 

𝐿𝚤! = 𝑣 + 𝐾𝑏𝜃 − 𝑅𝑖 

Where  

• 𝜏!" is the torque from motor 
• 𝐾! is the motor torque constant  
• 𝐾! is the motor back emf constant  
• 𝑖 is the motor current 
• 𝐿 is the inductance 
• 𝜃 is the angular velocity  
• 𝑣 is motor supply voltage 
• 𝜃 is motor rotational velocity 
• 𝑅 is the built in resistance 

Since the motor inductance 𝐿 is small enough to be neglect, we don not consider it. 
Thus the dynamic motor torque equation can be written as: 

𝝉𝒎𝒕 =
𝐾! 𝑉 − 𝐾!𝜔!"

𝑅
 

Motor velocity: 

𝝎𝒎𝒕 =   𝑛𝜓 = 𝑛 −𝛾! −
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝛾! − 𝜃!  
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So the motor torque before reducer is 

𝝉𝒎𝒕 =
𝐾! 𝑉 − 𝑛𝐾! −𝛾! −

𝑟!
𝑟!

𝛾! − 𝜃!

𝑅
 

Torque will be magnified after gearbox: 

𝜏 = 𝑛𝜏!" 

The force vector from the motor is  

𝑭𝒎𝒕 =   
𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

=
𝑛
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝐾𝑡 𝑉 − 𝑛𝐾𝑏 −𝛾𝑦 −
𝑟𝑏
𝑟𝑤

𝛾𝑦 − 𝜃𝑦

𝑅

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝐾𝑡 𝑉 − 𝑛𝐾𝑏 −𝛾𝑦 −
𝑟𝑏
𝑟𝑤

𝛾𝑦 − 𝜃𝑦

𝑅

   

By considering the effect of viscous friction, we can get 

𝑭𝒇 =
−𝜇!"𝜃
−𝜇!"𝛾𝑦

 

𝑭 = 𝑭𝒎𝒕 +   𝑭𝒇 =
𝑛
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝐾𝑡 𝑉 − 𝑛𝐾𝑏 −𝛾𝑦 −
𝑟𝑏
𝑟𝑤

𝛾𝑦 − 𝜃𝑦

𝑅
− 𝜇!"𝜃

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝐾𝑡 𝑉 − 𝑛𝐾𝑏 −𝛾𝑦 −
𝑟𝑏
𝑟𝑤

𝛾𝑦 − 𝜃𝑦

𝑅
− 𝜇!"𝛾𝑦

 

Most of the DC motors are controlled by input voltage in forms of PWM. When 
control is implemented on microprocessor, motor voltage in terms of PWM is more 
realistic than motor torque, which makes it more straight forward for implementation. 

System dynamics 

• Lagrangian quantity 

The kinetic and potential energies of all parts have been calculated in previous chapter. 
According to the definition of Lagrangian quantity, it can be obtained as: 

𝐿 = 𝑇 − 𝑉 
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Where  𝑇 is overall kinetic energy of the system which can be calculated as 
follows: 

𝑇 = 𝑇! + 𝑇! + 𝑇! 

𝑉 is energy of the system which can be calculated as follows: 

𝑉 = 𝑉! + 𝑉! + 𝑉! 

• Euler-Lagrangian equation 

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞 −

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞 = 𝑓 

where  𝑞 = 𝒒𝒙𝒛 =
𝜃!
𝛾!

 

𝑓 = 𝑭 =
𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

−𝜏
𝑟!
𝑟!

 

Then, the Euler-Lagrangian equaton written in matrix form is: 

𝑴 𝑞, 𝑞 𝑞 + 𝑹 𝑞, 𝑞 = 𝑭 𝑞, 𝑞,𝑢  

Where the remainder matrix is a combination of gravitational force and coriolis effect  

𝑹 𝑞, 𝑞 =   
−𝛾!!𝑟! sin 𝛾! 𝑙𝑚! +𝑚! 𝑟! + 𝑟!
−𝑔 sin 𝛾! 𝑙𝑚! +𝑚! 𝑟! + 𝑟!

 

The mass matrix determined by the geometric structure of the Ballbot can be 
represented as: 

𝑴 𝑞, 𝑞 =
𝑴(𝟏,𝟏) 𝑴(𝟏,𝟐)
𝑴(𝟐,𝟏) 𝑴(𝟐,𝟐)

 

Where   

𝑴(𝟏,𝟏) = 𝐼! + 𝑚! +𝑚! +𝑚! 𝑟!! +
!!!!

!

!!!
 

𝑴(𝟏,𝟐) = 𝑚!𝑟! cos 𝛾! 𝑟! + 𝑟! + 𝑙𝑚!𝑟! cos 𝛾! −
!!!!

!!
!!
!!

!!
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𝑴(𝟐,𝟏) = 𝑚!𝑟! cos 𝛾! 𝑟! + 𝑟! + 𝑙𝑚!𝑟! cos 𝛾! −
!!!!

!!
!!
!!

!!
 

𝑴(𝟐,𝟐) = 𝐼! + 𝐼!
!!
!!
+ 1

!
𝑚! 𝑟! + 𝑟! ! + 𝑙!𝑚! 

This can be rearranged to 𝒒 = 𝑴!! 𝑭− 𝑹  

System govern equation can be written in this from: 

𝒙 =≜
𝒒

𝑴!!(𝑭− 𝑹 𝑓(𝒙,𝒖) 

Where The state vector (𝒙) is 𝒙 =

𝜃!
𝛾!
𝜃!
𝛾!

, The input matrix (𝒖) is 𝒖 = 𝑉. 

 

3.2.4 Linearization 

For easy implementation of the controller, the non-linear dynamic equations describing 
the system have to be linearized to meet the demand of a controller. Before 
linearization, the motion equations can be written as: 

𝒙 =
𝒒

𝑴!!(𝑭− 𝑹)  

Linearization of the planar model should be conducted before controller design. It can 
be done by applying the Taylor expansion of first order. 

𝒙 = 𝒇 𝑥, 𝑣 + 𝑱(𝑥) 𝒙  

where   

𝒙   is the linearized point where the robot is steady and without acceleration 𝒙   =
0
0
0
0

!

 

𝒙  is the linearized state. 

𝑱(𝑥) is the first order Jacobian matrix at that linearized point. 
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The linearized state 𝒙  is considered state vector. The planar model can be written in 
the form of state space equation. 

𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝑩𝒖 
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3.2.5 Derivation of Dynamics in XY-plane 

The same minimal coordinates are used in the XY-plane: 

𝒒𝒙𝒚 =
𝜃!
𝛾!

 

 
Figure 3.7 Planar model for XY-plane 

As you can see from the Figure 3.7, Ballbot is changing the heading by the yaw 
actuator. Since we neglected the motion in vertical direction in the assumption, the 
potential energy of every single component in XY-plane is equal to 0. 
Kinetic energy of the ball: 

𝑇! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜃!

! 

Kinetic energy of the actuating wheel: 

𝑇! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜓!

! 

Kinetic energy of the body: 

𝑇! =
1
2 𝐼!𝛾!

! 

Wheel velocity in the form of minimal coordinate: 

𝜓! =
𝑟!
𝑟!
  sin  (𝛼)  (𝜃! − 𝛾!  ) 

Non-potential forces: 
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 Generated by actuator: 

𝑇! =   𝑇! 

Mapping matrix to minimal coordinate: 

𝐽! =   

𝑟!
𝑟!
  sin  (𝛼)

−
𝑟!
𝑟!
  sin  (𝛼)

 

Counter torque: 

𝑇! =   −𝑇! 

Mapping matrix to minimal coordinate: 

𝐽! =   
0
1  

Friction: 

𝑇! =   −𝑇! 

Mapping matrix to minimal coordinate: 

𝐽! =   
1
0  

The ball stick to the ground 

𝜃! = 0 

So 

𝑇! =   
𝑟!𝑟!𝐼! sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!

𝑟!!𝐼! +   𝑟!!𝐼! ∙ sin! 𝛼
 

Overall force vector: 

𝑭𝒙𝒚 =    𝐽! ∙ 𝑇! +   𝐽! ∙ 𝑇! + 𝐽! ∙ 𝑇! =   
−𝑇! +

𝑟!
𝑟!
sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!

𝑇! −
𝑟!
𝑟!
sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!

=   
−

𝑟!𝑟!𝐼! sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!
𝑟!!𝐼! +   𝑟!!𝐼! ∙ sin! 𝛼

+
𝑟!
𝑟!
sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!

𝑇! −
𝑟!
𝑟!
sin 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇!
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𝑇 = 𝑇! + 𝑇! + 𝑇! 

𝑉 is overall potential energy of the system which can be calculated as 
follows: 

𝑉 = 𝑉! + 𝑉! + 𝑉! = 0 

• Euler-Lagrangian equation 

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞 −

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑞 = 𝑓 

where  𝑞 = 𝒒𝒙𝒛 =
𝜃!
𝛾!

, 𝑓 = 𝑭𝒙𝒚 

Then, the Euler-Lagrangian equaton written in matrix form is: 

𝑴 𝑞, 𝑞 𝑞 + 𝑹 𝑞, 𝑞 = 𝑭 𝑞, 𝑞,𝑢  

𝒙 =
𝒒

𝑴!!(𝑭− 𝑹)  

We apply the similar procedure for the linearization of the system model. 

𝒙 = 𝒇 𝑥, 𝑣 + 𝑱(𝑥) 𝒙  

where   

𝒙   is the linearized point where the robot is steady and without acceleration 𝒙   =
0
0
0
0

!

 

𝒙  is the linearized state. 

𝑱(𝑥) is the first order Jacobian matrix at that linearized point. 

The linearized state 𝒙  is considered state vector. The planar model can be written in 
the form of state space equation. 

𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝑩𝒖 
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3.2.6 Torque Conversion 

As we can see from Figure 3.8, the virtual drive mechanism we introduced is different 
from the reality. In that case, the conversion between real and virtual configurations 
needs to be specified. A series of coefficients used in conversion are listed in Table 
3.5. 

Table 3.5 Coefficients for conversion 

Variable Description 

𝜏!! Magnitude of torque from wheel i. 

𝐹!! Force vector at the contact point of wheel i. 

𝑟!!! Radius vector represents contact point on i. 

𝑠! Unilized vector tangent to ball surface. 

𝑣!! 
Speed magnitude along the driving direction of unit 
vector  𝑠!. 

𝜔!! Rotational velocity of wheel i. 

𝜔! Ball rotational velocity 

𝑖 Number of wheel in real or virtual configuration 
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The torque acting on the real configuration should be converted from the virtual 
configuration. The correlation of torque distribution in real configuration and virtual 
configuration can be found by equating the summation of torque in each configuration. 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the distribution of force acting on the system. 

Figure 3.8 Torque distribution diagram  

During derivation of torque on each wheel, torque can be represented as a function of 
radius and force vectors. The relations are shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 Parameters used in torque calculation (real configuration) 

Relation 

(real configuration) 
Force Vector Radius Vector 

Contact point of omni-wheel 

1 
𝐹!! =

0
2𝜏!!
2𝑟!

−
2𝜏!!
2𝑟!

 𝑟!!! =
0

𝑟! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
𝑟! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

 

Contact point of omni-wheel 

2  
𝐹!! =

2𝜏!!
2𝑟!
0
2𝜏!!
2𝑟!

 𝑟!!! =
−𝑟! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼

0
𝑟! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

 

Contact point of omni-wheel 

3  
𝐹!! =

−
2𝜏!!
2𝑟!

−
2𝜏!!
2𝑟!
0

 𝑟!!! =

2
2
𝑟! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼

0

−
2
2
𝑟! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

 

 

Table 3.7 Parameters used in torque calculation (virtual configuration) 

Relation 

(virtual configuration) 
Force Vector Radius Vector 

Contact point of actuating  

wheel x  
𝐹!! =

0
−
𝜏!!
𝑟!
0

 𝑟!!! =
0
0
𝑟!

 

Contact point of actuating  

wheel y 
𝐹!! =

𝜏!!
𝑟!
0
0

 𝑟!!! =
0
0
𝑟!

 

  

Once all those vectors are determined based on the geometric relation, torque is to be 
calculated as a cross product of the two vectors:  
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𝜏!! = 𝑟!!!×𝐹!! 

Then, torque comparison can be determined by equation shown as follows: 

𝜏!! + 𝜏!! + 𝜏!! = 𝜏!! + 𝜏!! 

𝑟!
𝑟!

2
2
𝜏!! (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 )

0
0

+

0
2
2
𝜏!! (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 )

0

+

2
2
𝜏!! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

−
2
2
𝜏!! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

−𝜏!! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼

=
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝜏!!
0
0

+
0
𝜏!!
0

 

The torque obtained from virtual configuration should be converted into real actuators, 
since we can only give the command to the real actuator. 

𝜏!! =    2
1

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
𝜏!! 

𝜏!! =    2
1

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
𝜏!! 

𝜏!! = 0
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3.2.7 Actuating Wheels’ Speed Conversion 

Since the controller is going to be implemented on the real configuration, speed 
conversions should also be done. We can start from obtaining speeds of every wheel to 
obtain a particular ball velocity (𝜔!). 

We can easily obtain the relation by finding the speed magnitude (𝑣!!) at contact 

points, the magnitude then can be written as follows: 

𝑣!! = (𝜔!×𝑟!!!   ). 𝑠! 

Figure 3.9 Speed conversion based on geometric relationship 

Then, velocity magnitude of wheels (𝜔!!) can be calculated from the magnitude of 

contact point velocity as follows: 

𝜔!! =
𝑣!!
𝑟!
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After all wheels’ speed are determined, we can establish the conversion relationship 
between virtual and reality. 

The conversion process is conducted according to the geometric relationship as shown 
in Figure 3.9. 

• Assuming the robot rotates only in YZ-plane 𝜔! =
𝜔
0
0

 

All terms to be used during conversion process are listed below in Table 3.8 and Table 
3.9. 

Table 3.8 Speed conversion in XZ-plane (real configuration) 

Contact point 

Unit vector 

pointing to 

velocity 

direction(𝒔𝒊) 

Speed magnitude at 
contact point  (𝒗𝒔𝒊) 

Angular velocity of 
wheel (𝝎𝒘𝒊) 

Contact point of 

omni-wheel 1 
𝑠! =

0
2
2

−
2
2

 𝑣!! = 𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! =
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!

 

Contact point of 

omni-wheel 2  
𝑠! =

2
2
0
2
2

 𝑣!! = 0 𝜔!! = 0 

Contact point of 

omni-wheel 3  
𝑠! =

−
2
2

−
2
2
0

 𝑣!! =
2
2
𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! =

2
2
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!
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Table 3.9 Speed conversion in XZ-plane (virtual configuration) 

Contact point 
Unit vector pointing 

to velocity 

direction(𝒔𝒊) 

Speed magnitude at 
contact point  (𝒗𝒔𝒊) 

Angular velocity of 
wheel (𝝎𝒘𝒊) 

The actuating 

wheel x  
𝑠! =

0
−1
0

 𝑣!! = 𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! =
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!

 

The actuating 

wheel y  
𝑠! =

1
0
0

 𝑣!! = 0 𝜔!! = 0 

 

Then we can easily get the angular velocity at each contact point by using the equation 
mentioned above, and finally we can obtain the angular velocity relation as follow: 

𝜔!! = −𝜔!! = 2𝜔!! 

𝜔!! = 𝜔!! = 0 

• Assuming the robot rotates only in XZ-plane 𝜔! =
0
𝜔
0

 

All terms to be used during conversion process are listed below in Table 3.8 and Table 
3.9. 
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Table 3.10 Speed conversion in YZ-plane (real configuration) 

Contact point 

Unit vector 

pointing to velocity 

direction(𝒔𝒊) 

Speed magnitude at 
contact point  (𝒗𝒔𝒊) 

Angular velocity of 
wheel (𝝎𝒘𝒊) 

Contact point 

of omni-wheel 

1  

𝑠! =

0
2
2

−
2
2

 𝑣!! = 0 𝜔!! = 0 

Contact point 

of omni-wheel 

2  

𝑠! =

2
2
0
2
2

 𝑣!! = 𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! =
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!

 

Contact point 

of omni-wheel 

3 – the ball 

𝑠! =
−

2
2

−
2
2
0

 𝑣!! = −
2
2
𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! = −

2
2
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!

 

 

Table 3.11 Speed conversion in YZ-plane (virtual configuration) 

Contact point 

Unit vector 

pointing to 
velocity 

direction(𝒔𝒊) 

Speed magnitude at 
contact point  (𝒗𝒔𝒊) 

Angular velocity of 
wheel (𝝎𝒘𝒊) 

The actuating 

wheel x – the 

ball 

𝑠! =
0
−1
0

 𝑣!! = 0 𝜔!! = 0 

The actuating 

wheel y – the 

ball 

𝑠! =
1
0
0

 𝑣!! = 𝜔𝑟! 𝜔!! =
𝜔𝑟!
𝑟!

 

 

Then we can easily get the angular velocity at each contact point by using the equation 
mentioned above, and finally we can obtain the angular velocity relation as follow: 
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𝜔!! = 𝜔!! = − 2𝜔!! 

𝜔!! = 𝜔!! = 0 

 

3.2.8 Moment of Inertia Conversion 

In this section, a suitable approximation for the moments of inertia of the virtual 
configuration is to be derived. Since there is a big difference between virtual and real 
configurations of the drive mechanism, conversion of moment of inertia is necessary. 
Once the hardware is manufactured, we can easily find the moment of inertia in each 
plane in the real configuration. Afterwards, The virtual moment of inertia can be 
determined by the concept of conservation of energy. More specifically, overall energy 
in real and virtual configurations should be equal given a specific speed. Assuming the 
robot is rotating in one given plane, energy in both real and virtual mechanisms should 
abide by the law of energy conservation. 

• Real configuration 
When the rotational motion of the robot is restricted in one plane, two motors 
including omni-wheels are used. For each motor, total energy of real configuration 
can be determined by adding together energies carried out in wheels and motors.  

§ Kinetic energy of one single wheel j 𝐸!!  

    𝐸!! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

!  

§ Kinetic energy of one motor j 𝐸!!  

The actuator chosen for the Ballbot is a DC motor installed with gear reducer. 
When balancing, the motor rotor’s rotational velocity is n times the speed of the 
wheel. The energy carried by the gearbox is too small to have an effect on the 
whole system, thus, we neglect the moment of inertia of it. Overall energy from 
one actuator: 

𝐸!! =
1
2 𝐼! 𝑛𝜔!!

!
 

where  𝜔!! is angular velocity of actuator j. 

𝑗 is the index of the actuator number. 

• Virtual configuration 
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§ Kinetic energy of one single wheel k 𝐸!!  

Moment of inertia of a virtual actuator is defined as 𝐼!. The energy of a single 
actuator is: 

𝐸!! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

!  

Where  𝜔!! is s angular velocity of actuator k. 

𝑘 index of the virtual actuator number.  

Similarly, energy equilibrium in both YZ plane and XZ plane is used to determine 
the moment of inertia of virtual configuration in both planes. 

• Moment of inertia 𝐼!" of virtual configuration when it rotates in YZ plane with a 
rotational speed of 𝜔!! 

𝐸!! = 𝐸!! + 𝐸!! + 𝐸!! + 𝐸!!  

1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! +
1
2 𝐼! 𝑛𝜔!!

! + +
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! +
1
2 𝐼! 𝑛𝜔!!

!  

1
2
𝐼!𝜔!!

! =
1
2
𝐼! −𝜔!!

!
+
1
2
𝐼! −𝑛𝜔!!

!
+ +

1
2
𝐼!

2
2 𝜔!!

!

+
1
2
𝐼! 𝑛

2
2 𝜔!!

!

 

𝐼!" =
3

2
𝐼! + 𝐼!𝑛! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 ! 

• Moment of inertia 𝐼!" of virtual configuration when it rotates in XZ plane with a 

rotational speed of 𝜔!! 

𝐸!! = 𝐸!! + 𝐸!! + 𝐸!! + 𝐸!!  

1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! =
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! +
1
2 𝐼! 𝑛𝜔!!

! + +
1
2 𝐼!𝜔!!

! +
1
2 𝐼! 𝑛𝜔!!

!  

1
2
𝐼!𝜔!!

! =
1
2
𝐼! 𝜔!!

!
+
1
2
𝐼! 𝑛 𝜔!!

!
+

1
2
𝐼! −

2
2 𝜔!!

!

+
1
2
𝐼! 𝑛 −

2
2 𝜔!!

!

 

𝐼!" =
3

2
𝐼! + 𝐼!𝑛! 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 ! 
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3.3 CAD Model 

A CAD model that illustrates the basic structure of the Ballbot is generated in 
SolidWorks software. As it is shown in Figure 3.10, two of motors installed with 
omni-wheel are used for balancing task in XZ and YZ plane respectively. In addition 
to that, another motor is designed for yaw control. The 3-perpendicular-driving-wheel 
mechanism enable the Ballbot to move along roll pitch and yaw. 

(a) Side view                        (b) Top view 

Figure 3.10 SolidWorks drawing of Ballbot 

Figure 3.11 SolidWorks Rendering of Ballbot 
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The design process can be roughly classified into three stages, Ballbot body design, 
cirduits design and controller design. In the first step, the specification of driving 
mechanism components such as actuators, omni-wheels and a ball are determined and 
selected. The body design is conducted by using SolidWorks software, which makes 
the design process much easier and efficient. When it comes to electronic circuits 
design, tilting sensor, microprocessor, motor driver, and wireless communication 
device are specified.  

3.3.1 DC Motor Selection 

Three DC brushed motors were chosen as actuators of the Ballbot. The minimum 
requirement of the motor is to meet the demand of balancing.  The calculation starts by 
setting initial tilt angle to δ  as  shown  in  Figure 3.12.     

Figure 3.12 Initial condition of tilt angle 

Due to the initial tilting, a gravitational torque 𝜏!  is generated by gravity of the 

mass: 

𝜏! = 𝑚!𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿 𝑙 

Under the effect of the gravitational torque, the robot tends to accelerate along its axis. 
The acceleration can be represented as: 

𝜏! = 𝐼!   𝛾 
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From gravitational torque, Ballbot is leaning at the acceleration of 𝛾 = !!
!!

. Linear 

acceleration 𝑎!  can be found by the relation 𝑎! = 𝛾𝑙. 

Figure 3.13 Ballbot acceleration under gravitational torque 

There are two acceleration (i.e., linear acceleration 𝐚𝐓  and radial acceleration 𝐚𝐑 ) 
As shown in Figure 3.13 . By assuming 𝑎! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿 = 0 we can get the maximum 
acceleration in x direction which is 𝑎! cos 𝛿 . 

For balancing purpose, the ball drived by the actuator has to catch up the acceleration 
of the body: 

𝑎!"##! ≥ 𝑎!"#$! 

𝜃𝑟! ≥ 𝑎! cos 𝛿  

𝜃 ≥
𝑎! cos 𝛿

𝑟!
=
𝛾𝑙 cos 𝛿

𝑟!
=

𝜏!
𝐼!

𝑙 cos 𝛿

𝑟!
=
𝑚!𝑔𝑙! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿 cos 𝛿

𝐼!𝑟!
 

If the posture stability last longer than 1s, the balancing control is working (Kappeler, 
2007). Thus, the required ball speed can be specified as: 

𝜃 =
𝜔! − 𝜔!!

∆𝑡 ;   𝜔! = 𝜃   𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 

Where  𝜔! is the rotational speed of the ball after acceleration. 

𝜔!! is the initial speed of the ball ball  stops  at  initial  , so  𝜔!! = 0  𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠!  
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∆𝑡 is the acceleration time set to 1s. 

Then, angular velocity of wheel 𝜔!  is a function of ball velocity  

𝜔! =
𝑟!
𝑟!
𝜔!  𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 

For the real configuration: 

𝜔! = 𝜔! =
𝑟!
𝑟!
𝜔!  𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠  

Eventually, the minimum requirement of the actuator’s speed is found as below. 

𝜔!" =
𝑟!
𝑟!
𝜔! =

𝑟!
𝑟!
𝑚!𝑔𝑙! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿 cos 𝛿

𝐼!𝑟!
    𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 

𝜔!" =
𝑚!𝑔𝑙! 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿 cos 𝛿

𝐼!𝑟!
×
60
2𝜋           𝑟𝑝𝑚 

By substituting initial design specifications:𝛿 = 3°,𝛼 = 45°,𝑚! = 3  𝑘𝑔, 𝑙 = 0.15  𝑚, 
𝑟! = 0.0254𝑚, 𝑟! = 0.0929𝑚, 𝐼! = 0.03  𝑘𝑔.𝑚!, the required motor specifications are 

𝜏!" ≥
𝑟!
𝑟!

𝜏! =
0.0254
0.0929

9.81 ∗ 3 ∗ 0.15 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 3° = 0.06319  𝑁.𝑚 = 0.6319  𝑘𝑔. 𝑐𝑚 

𝜔!" ≥ 20.2𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 = 193  𝑟𝑝𝑚 

𝑃!" ≥ 𝜏!"×𝜔!" = 1.276  𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡 

3.3.2 Real Hardware Design 

Some of the commercialized components such as DC brushed motors or trans wheel 
need to be specified before or during CAD design. Some of the components are of vital 
importance to the system. Actuator is one of them. The actuator is selected under the 
ideal assumption, however, when it comes to reality, a safety factor should be 
considered during motor selection. 
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Motor 

Figure 3.14 Motors of the Ballbot 

The motor selected is a pololu DC brushed motor, of which the supply voltage is 12V. 
It has a build in gear reducer with a ratio of 19:1. Also, the magnetic encoder provides 
64 ppr at maximum. In addition to that, the shaft from the terminal of the gearbox has a 
diameter of 6 mm, on which a D-shaped slot is designed for assembly by screw.  

By supplying the motor with a 12V DC power, it can reach 500rpm theoretically. The 
maximum stall torque occurs when a current of 5A is provided. The motor’s details are 
provided by manufacturer shown in Figure 3.14. 

Omni-Wheel 

After considering a variety of trans wheels, Kornylak 
omni-wheel model FXA114(2052-3/8) designed by 
Kornylak Company is chosen as the trans wheel of the  
drive mechanism. Having two rows of polypropylene 
rollers, it provides smooth motion while eliminating 
the unwanted friction. We choose the wheel with two 
inch diameter(49.2mm in metrics) as shown in Figure 
3.15. 

Figure 3.15 Kornylak omni-wheel 

Ball 

A soccer of size 3 is chosen as the driving ball as in figure 3.16, of which the surface is 
made from rubber. By providing high friction, the slippage between the wheel and the 
ball is evitable.  
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Figure 3.16 The ball of the Ballbot 

Ballbot’s deck 

We choose the material of acrylic to build the deck, not only because it has flexible 
sizes and thicknesses but also due to the flexibility to fabricate. The acrylic sheets is 
shown in Figure 3.17.  

Figure 3.17 Acrylic sheets 

3.3.3 Specification of Electronics 

Tilt Sensor 

Tilt sensor is of vital importance to Ballbot. A sensor provides the measurement of 
leaning angle is necessary. To fully control the leaning angle of a Ballbot, it 
fundamentally requires multiple sensors that allow to measure the inclination of the 
Ballbot body as a function of time. A tilt sensor is able to measure the tilting in often 
two axes. The accelerometer and gyroscope are both vulnerable to errors in some 
degree. The accelerometer appears accurate in long time scale, while it is unrealiable in 
short period. The gyroscope which gives the change rate of angle can measure 
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accurately when it is suffering sudden change. However, accumulation of error can 
happen after using for long time. According to their characteristic, a combination of 
them can provide accurate data in both long and short term. Theoretically, a 
combination of them will enhance the accuracy of measurement. 

However, measurements will contain noise that will contribute to the error of the 
measurement. In this case, a Linear Quadratic estimation called Kalman filter is 
introduced to provide accurate measurement. It can estimate the state of the system, 
based on the current and previous states, that tend to be more precise that than the 
measurements alone.  

The sensor selected in this project is MPU-6050 breakout board manufactured by 
Sparkfun as shown in Figure 3.17. It was world’s leading 6-axis tilt sensing devices. 
As for different applications, different setting of the sensor can provide satisfying 
measurement. We can easily change the full-scale range of ±250, ±500, ±1000, and 
±2000°/sec (dps) by several lines of code. The gyroscope also has changeable setting 
of full scale accordingly. Data obtained by the sensor can be transmitted to the 
microprocessor through either I2C or SPI communication. 

 

Figure 3.18 MPU-6050 Inertia Measurement Unit 

 

Figure 3.19 Data transmition between IMU and Microprocessor 
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Gyroscope 

Gyroscope is a frequently used device that senses the change rate of angle about one or 
more axis. The angle at a particular time could be obtained by numerical integration 
along time. 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒[𝑡] = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒[𝑡 − 1]+ 𝜔!"#$ ∗ ∆𝑡  

where  𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒[𝑡] is gyro angle at time t. 

𝜔!"#! is change rate of angle. 

∆𝑡 is sample time 𝑡. 

The initial angle at very beginning can be measured by accelerometer, since the gravity 
is always pointing down. Then we can take the discrete integral along time to get the 
exact angle at a specific time. Due to the accumulation of error, the data tends to be 
drifting along time. It will be less trustworthy in the long term. 

Accelerometer 

Unlike gyroscope, accelerometer measures acceleration. A basic physic phenomenon is 
that the gravity is always pointing down. The accelerometer measures acceleration in 
terms of its local coordinate. Then the tilt angle can be found by the relationship 
between the local coordinate and global coordinate where the gravity is always 
pointing down. 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒[𝑡] = tan!!
𝐴𝑐𝑐  ![𝑡]
𝐴𝑐𝑐  ![𝑡]

 

where  𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒[𝑡] is accelerometer measured time. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐  ![𝑡] is acceleration in y axis. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐  ![𝑡] is acceleration in x axis. 

When the sensor is suffered from rapid acceleration or deceleration, the overall 
acceleration is no longer pointing down. In that case, the data is fluctuating. We need 
filter to get more accurate data. 
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Kalman Filter 

Kalman filter is an algorithm which consider a series of measurements observed over 
time, in this particular case an accelerometer and a gyroscope. These measurements 
usually contain noise that generates error measurement. The Kalman filter operates by 
producing a statistically optimal estimate of the system state based upon the 
measurement as in Figure 3.19. To do this it will need to know the noise of the input to 
the filter called the measurement noise, but also the noise of the system itself called the 
process noise. To do this the noise has to be Gaussian distributed and have a mean of 
zero, luckily for us most random noise have this characteristic. Difference between 
complementary filter and Kalman filter is shown in Figure 3.20. 

Figure 3.20 Diagram of Kalman Filter 

Figure 3.21 Complementary filter and Kalman filter 
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Motor Driver 

 Figure 3.22 Specification of VNH5019 (STMicroelectronics) 

Three of VNH5019A-E automotive fully integrated H-bridge motor driver are selected 
for driving three motors of the Ballbot. The specification of motor driver is shown in 
Figure 3.20. This IC can supply maximum driving voltage at 41 volts and maximum 
DC current up to 30A while motor supply voltage of the selected motor is 12V and 
maximum current consuming by the motor is 5A. Therefore, this IC is selected 
asmotor driver of the Ballbot. For easy implementation, motor driver shield are chosen 
as shown in Figure 3.21 

 

Figure 3.23 Motor driver shield for Arduino  
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Microprocesor 

Microprocessor is the brain of the Ballbot. The processor receive the data from various 
sensors while sends the command to drive the motor. After hardware module 
specification has been designed, Arduino Mega 2560 ATmega1280 module is selected 
for the Ballbot as it illustrates in Figure 3.22.  

It has 54 digital input/output pins among which 14 can be used as PWM outputs. And 
the crystal oscillator frequency is 16MHz. A built in USB connection makes it easy to 

communicate with computers. 
A DC power jack can be used to 
supply power for the chip. It 
contains everything needed to 
support the microcontroller. The 
defult PWM frequency is 
500Hz only, which leads to a 
poor performance when the 
processing frequency is higher 
than 500. 

Figure 3.24 Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller  

3.3.4 Assembled Ballbot 

After CAD drawing and components purchase, the Ballbot is assembled. The 
completed Ballbot is shown in Figure 3.24. 

Figure 3.25 Completed structure 
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3.4 Ballbot Geometry 

There are a series of parameters used in the derivation of motion equations. Most of the 
parameters can be found directly through measurement. Parameters such as center of 
gravity and moment of inertia can be specified by mass properties feature in 
SolidWorks. As for the motor, we can consult the datasheet. List of parameters of the 
Ballbot are shown in Table 3.12. 

Table 3.12 Ballbot’s parameters 

Variable Description Value Unit 

𝑟! Ball radius 0.0923 m 

𝑟! Wheel radius 0.0254 m 

𝑙 Height of center of mass  0.1461 m 

𝑚! Ball weight 0.3000 kg 

𝑚! Wheel weight 0.0596 kg 

𝑚! Body weight 1.9973 kg 

𝐼! Ball inertia 0.0017 kg.m! 

𝐼! Wheel inertia 1.13×10!! kg.m! 

𝐼! Virtual actuator inertia 0.0019 kg.m! 

𝐼! Inertial of motor’s rotor 5.7×10!! kg.m! 

𝐼! Body inertia 0.0133 kg.m! 

𝑔 Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s! 

𝛼 Angle between a real actuating wheel and Z-axis 45 deg 

𝐾!   Motor torque constant 7.06 mNm/A 

𝐾!    Motor back emf constant 1.09 mV/rpm 

𝑅 Resistance 2.4 Ω 

𝑛 Gear ratio 18.75 - 

*𝑲𝒃 is the motor back emf constant in the unit of mV/rpm, however when we calculate the 
Ballbot planer model, it should be convertted into 0.0104V/(radius/s). 
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3.5 Mathematical Model 

The dynamic model of Ballbot is determined previously, the mathematical 
representation can be derived. We can get the state space matrixes as shown follows: 

Eq. 1  𝑨 =,

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 −2.3421 5.7628 −7.3486
0 30.9087 −2.3052 2.9395

        𝑩 =

0
0

4.8107
−1.9243

,𝑪 = 0 1 0 0 ,        𝑫 = 0  

This state space can be represented in the form of transfer function as following as: 

Eq. 2    𝜽
𝑽
= !.!""!!!!"".!

!!!!".!"#!!!!".!"!!!!"#.!!
 

Eq. 3    𝜸
𝑽
= !!.!"#!!!.!"#∗!"^!!"

!!!!".!"#!!!!".!"!!!"#.!
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULT AND DISSCUSION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The experiment are conducted in two ways experiments on simulation software and 
experiments on real Ballbot. 

4.2 Simulation Result 

The experiments are conducted on Matlab Simulink software. Only PID controller was 
taken into consideration in this experiment. 

4.2.1 PID Controller simulation 

Simulation based PID controller design is shown below. The controller is designed for 
body angle control only with the initial condition (body angle = 3°). 

The control structure is illustrated in Figure 4.1 for balancing control only. The transfer 
function Eq. 3 is used in this testing. The PID gains are chosen by trial and error 
method as: 

𝐾! = 1900,𝐾! = 3600,𝐾! = 145 

 

Figure 4.1 PID simulation block (Control body angle) 
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As it is shown in Figure 4.2, the controller can make the robot stay upright within 1s. 
The control is successful. 

Figure 4.2 PID simulation result (Control body angle) 

 

Figure 4.3 PID simulation result ball angle 

Since the ball angle is not controlled, it goes infinite. Then, another test was conducted 
by adding the random noise to the angle as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 PID control applied under random noise 

The result shows that the disturbance do affect the performance of the ballbot. The 
ballbot can maintain its upright position while vibrating around 0 degree as shown in 
Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5 Performance of PID controller simulation under random noise 
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4.2.2 The PID Controller Implemented in Real Hardware 

 

Figure 4.6 Control diagram 

As we can see from Figure 4.6, the balance task was achieved by two actuators(i.e., 
motor X and motor Y). The IMU measures the tilt angle and then feeds to the 
microprocessor. The processor then generate the voltage command in terms of PWM 
to drive the motor in order to balance. Since the yaw drive is not independent with the 
other two actuators, another loop of speed tracking is added in the controller, by which 
the yaw drive can track the other motors. Only in that way, can the Ballbot balance 
itself. 

The PID gains are chosen by trial and error method and they are selected as: 

𝐾! = 20,𝐾! = 100,𝐾! = 1.05 

Testing results are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7 Ballbot’s Roll angle under PID control 

  

Figure 4.8 Ballbot’s Pitch angle under PID control 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

A Ballbot is mobile robot which can stand vertically on a ball. Since it only has one 
single contact point to the ground, a Ballbot is omni-directional and thus much more 
agile in the nature compared to other conventional ground vehicles. To control a 
Ballbot of which the drive mechanism is not symmetry is more challenging than a 
conventional Ballbot. 

The development of the Ballbot can be roughly classified into three sections. The first 
part is to derive the dynamic model and behavior of the robot. Motion equations of 
Ballbot is derived by using Eular-Langrangian meothod. When it comes to the 
hardware design of the Ballbot, the frame mainly consists of three decks and four 
columns was designed. As for the electronic part of the project, the selection of sensors 
and motor drives was followed by filtering algorithm design. Finally, PID controller 
was designed for balancing the robot in both simulation and reality. 

According to the assumptions we set, the balance control task can be decoupled into 
two planes in which the models are identical. Only one of them are considered during 
simulation. In the reality, the control gains are nearly the same. I did a little adjustment 
according to the unequal behaviors of the DC motor characteristics.  

5.2 Future Works 

I have partially finished the task of design a Ball riding robot. The balancing part is 
completed. However, controller in position is not finished due to the limited time. Also, 
we can add remote control module onto the robot to make it more functional. More 
advanced control method such as LQR control can also be a wise choice to balance the 
robot. 
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Appendix  A 
 

clc 
clear all 
%% Variable Declaration 
syms Rb  Rw L               %dimensions: ball radius, height of body COM 

latexsyms Mb M_b MB M_B %mass: ball, Body 
syms Mb  MB Mw 
syms Ib  IBx  IBy  IBz  Iw  %Moments of inertia: ball, Body (x,y,z), motors 
syms G                      %gravity 
syms FbBx  FBgx             %friction b:ball, B:body g:ground 
syms FbBy  FBgy             %friction b:ball, B:body g:fround 
syms Kb  Kt  Rm             %electrical parameters : back emf, torque 

constant and resistance 
syms O 
  
%% X Z plane %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Function Variables 
syms thetaXddot   thetaXdot   thetaX  
syms gamaXddot   gamaXdot   gamaX  
%vectors 
syms q_x q_x_dot q_x_double_dot 
q_x = [thetaX gamaX]; 
q_x_dot = [thetaXdot gamaXdot];  
q_x_double_dot = [thetaXddot gamaXddot]; 
  
%%%%%%%%% Ball Energy %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms ball_x 
syms ball_dot_x 
syms T_lin_ball_x T_rot_ball_x V_ball_x 
  
ball_x(1) = Rb*thetaX; 
ball_x(2) = 0; 
ball_x(3) = 0; 
  
ball_dot_x(1) = diff(ball_x(1),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(ball_x(1),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
ball_dot_x(2) = diff(ball_x(2),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(ball_x(2),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
ball_dot_x(3) = diff(ball_x(3),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(ball_x(3),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
  
T_lin_ball_x = 

simple(Mb/2*(ball_dot_x(1)^2+ball_dot_x(2)^2+ball_dot_x(3)^2)) 
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T_rot_ball_x = simple(Ib/2*thetaXdot^2) 
V_ball_x = 0 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Wheel energy %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms wheel_x 
syms wheel_dot_x 
syms wheel_rotational_velocity 
syms T_rot_wheel_x T_lin_wheel_x V_wheel_x 
  
  
wheel_x(1) = Rb*thetaX + (Rb + Rw)*sin(gamaX); 
wheel_x(2) = 0; 
wheel_x(3) = (Rb + Rw)*cos(gamaX); 
  
wheel_dot_x(1) = diff(wheel_x(1),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(wheel_x(1),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
wheel_dot_x(2) = diff(wheel_x(2),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(wheel_x(2),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
wheel_dot_x(3) = diff(wheel_x(3),thetaX)*thetaXdot + 

diff(wheel_x(3),gamaX)*gamaXdot 
  
wheel_rotational_velocity = Rb/Rw*(thetaXdot - gamaXdot) - gamaXdot; 
  
T_lin_wheel_x = 

simple(Mw/2*(wheel_dot_x(1)^2+wheel_dot_x(2)^2+wheel_dot_x(3)^2)) 
T_rot_wheel_x = simple(Iw/2*wheel_rotational_velocity^2) 
V_wheel_x = Mw*G*(Rb+Rw)*cos(gamaX) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Body Energy %%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms body_x 
syms body_offset_x 
syms body_dot_x 
syms T_lin_body_x T_rot_body_x V_body_x 
  
body_offset_x(1) = L*sin(gamaX); 
body_offset_x(2) = 0; 
body_offset_x(3) = L*(cos(gamaX)); 
  
body_x(1) = ball_x(1) + body_offset_x(1); 
body_x(2) = ball_x(2) + body_offset_x(2); 
body_x(3) = ball_x(3) + body_offset_x(3); 
  
body_dot_x(1) = simple(diff(body_x(1),thetaX)*thetaXdot ...  
    + diff(body_x(1),gamaX)*gamaXdot) 
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body_dot_x(2) = simple(diff(body_x(2),thetaX)*thetaXdot ...  
    + diff(body_x(2),gamaX)*gamaXdot) 
body_dot_x(3) = simple(diff(body_x(3),thetaX)*thetaXdot ...  
    + diff(body_x(3),gamaX)*gamaXdot) 
     
T_lin_body_x = 

simple(expand(simple((MB/2*(body_dot_x(1)^2+body_dot_x(2)^2+body_dot_x

(3)^2))))) 
T_rot_body_x = simple(expand(simple((IBx/2*(gamaXdot)^2)))) 
V_body_x = simple(MB*G*body_x(3)) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Lagrangian and EL Equations %%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms LagrangianX  
syms dL_dtheta_x_dot        dL_dgama_x_dot 
syms d_dL_dtheta_x_dot_dt   d_dL_dgama_x_dot_dt 
syms dL_dtheta_x            dL_dgama_x 
syms EL_theta_x             EL_gama_x 
  
LagrangianX = T_lin_ball_x + T_rot_ball_x + T_lin_body_x + T_rot_body_x 

+ T_lin_wheel_x + T_rot_wheel_x - V_wheel_x - V_ball_x - V_body_x 
  
%%EL Equations  
%%d(dL/d minimumcoordinate_dot)/dt - dL/d minimumcoordinate = force matix 
%calculate the above equation individually with respect to theta and gama 
%theta_x 
dL_dtheta_x_dot = simple(expand(simple(diff(LagrangianX, 

thetaXdot))));%dL/d minimumcoordinate_dot 
d_dL_dtheta_x_dot_dt = simple(expand(simple( ... 
    diff(dL_dtheta_x_dot, thetaXdot)*thetaXddot ...  
    + diff(dL_dtheta_x_dot, gamaXdot)*gamaXddot ... 
    + diff(dL_dtheta_x_dot, thetaX)*thetaXdot ... 
    + diff(dL_dtheta_x_dot, gamaX)*gamaXdot ... 
    ))); 
dL_dtheta_x = simple(expand(simple(diff(LagrangianX, thetaX)))); 
EL_theta_x = simple(expand(simple(d_dL_dtheta_x_dot_dt - dL_dtheta_x))) 
  
%gamaX 
dL_dgama_x_dot = simple(expand(simple(diff(LagrangianX, gamaXdot)))); 
d_dL_dgama_x_dot_dt = simple(expand(simple( ... 
    diff(dL_dgama_x_dot, thetaXdot)*thetaXddot ...  
    + diff(dL_dgama_x_dot, gamaXdot)*gamaXddot ... 
    + diff(dL_dgama_x_dot, thetaX)*thetaXdot ... 
    + diff(dL_dgama_x_dot, gamaX)*gamaXdot ... 
    ))); 
dL_dgama_x = simple(expand(simple(diff(LagrangianX, gamaX)))); 
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EL_gama_x = simple(expand(simple(d_dL_dgama_x_dot_dt - dL_dgama_x))) 
  
%%%%%%%% System dynamics as Matrices %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Dynamics represented as: M*q(double dot) + R = F where F is matrix of 

forces 
% ==> q(double dot) = (M^-1)*(F-R) (this is what must be linearised) 
%%%Make M and R matrix 
%syms x  
%[c,t] = coeffs(16*x^2 + 19*x + 11 
%c = 
%[ 16, 19, 11] 
%t = 
%[ x^2, x, 1] 
syms temp M_x R_x F_x 
  
for i = 1:2 
    switch i 
        case 1, 
            temp = EL_theta_x; 
        case 2, 
            temp = EL_gama_x; 
    end 
     
    [c,t] = coeffs(temp, thetaXddot); %c is the coefficient matix while t 

is the term 
    M_x(i,1) = 0; 
    remainder = 0; 
     
    for j=1:length(c) 
        if t(j)== thetaXddot  
            M_x(i,1) = c(j); %M_x(i,1) is the term related with 

thetax_double_dot 
        elseif t(j)== 1 
            remainder = c(j);%remained iterms that doesn't include theta 
        end 
    end 
     
    [c,t] = coeffs(remainder, gamaXddot);  
    M_x(i,2) = 0; 
    R_x(i,1) = 0; 
     
    for j=1:length(c) 
        if t(j)== gamaXddot 
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            M_x(i,2) = c(j); 
        elseif t(j)== 1 
            R_x(i,1) = c(j);%remained iterms that doesn't include theta or 

gama 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%%% Force matrix definition 
syms voltX v_x 
syms iX i_x     %current 
syms n          %gear ratio 
  
  
%motor current dynamics 
motor_angular_velocity = (thetaXdot-gamaXdot)*Rb/Rw-gamaXdot; 
iX = 1/Rm*(voltX - Kb/n*motor_angular_velocity); 
  
%Force matrix !!!!!check!!!!! 
F_x = [   n*Rb/Rw*Kt*iX;...  
    expand(-n*Rb/Rw*Kt*iX )]; 
  
    syms non_linear_q_x_double_dot_RHS  
    non_linear_q_x_double_dot_RHS = inv(M_x)*(F_x-R_x); %slove matrix 

using inverse matrix 
     
    %%Linearise 
    syms x x_bar 
    syms non_linear_state_matrix_x non_linear_state_matrix_x_bar  
    syms Jacobian_Matrix_x Jacobian_Matrix_x_bar 
    syms linear_q_x_dot_RHS 
     
    x = [q_x q_x_dot]; 
    x_bar = [0, 0, 0, 0]; 
     
    non_linear_state_matrix_x = [ 
    thetaXdot;... 
    gamaXdot;...  
    non_linear_q_x_double_dot_RHS ]; 
  
    non_linear_state_matrix_x_bar = subs(non_linear_state_matrix_x, x, 

x_bar); 
     
    Jacobian_Matrix_x = jacobian(non_linear_state_matrix_x, x);  
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    Jacobian_Matrix_x_bar = subs(Jacobian_Matrix_x, x, x_bar); 
     
    linear_q_x_dot_RHS = non_linear_state_matrix_x_bar + 

Jacobian_Matrix_x_bar*(transpose(x)); 
  
%%% create State matrices %state is trans([q_x q_x_dot]) 
syms A_x B_x 
  
for i = 1:4 
    remainder = linear_q_x_dot_RHS(i); 
    for j = 1:4 
        [c,t] = coeffs(remainder, x(j)); 
        A_x(i,j) = 0; 
        for k = 1:length(c) 
            if t(k) == 1 
                remainder = c(k); 
            else 
                A_x(i,j) = c(k);  
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %here rhe remainder is the term doesn't include any thing like theta 
    %gama or theta_dot gama_dot. It is the remained iterm related with input 
    %voltage 
    %remainder = linear_q_x_dot_RHS(i); 
    [c,t] = coeffs (remainder, voltX); 
    B_x(i,1) = 0; 
    remainder = 0; 
    for k = 1:length(c) 
        if t(k)==1 
            remainder = c(k); 
        else 
            B_x(i,1) = c(k); 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
  
A_x 
B_x 
remainder 
  
  
%% ETH Ballbot 
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Rb = 0.0923; 
Rw = 0.0245; 
L = 0.1461; 
Mb = 0.3; 
MB = 0.767; 
Mw = 0.0496; 
Ib = 0.0017; 
IBx = 0.0093; 
Iw = 0.0019;  %virtual %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
G =9.81; 
alfa = 45; 
n = 18.75; 
FbBx= 0.0022; %% 
FBgx =0; 
Kb =0.0104; 
Kt =7.6*10^-3; 
Rm=2.4; 
  
A_sub=double (subs(A_x)); 
B_sub=double (subs(B_x)); 
C_sub = eye(4); 
D_sub = zeros(4,1); 
%controllability 
Co = ctrb(A_sub,B_sub); 
UncontrollableStates = length(A_sub)-rank(Co) 
Condition = cond(Co) 
  
%Transfer function 
sys = ss(A_sub,B_sub,C_sub,D_sub); 

tf(sys)  
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Appendix  B 
 

// ballbotmaincode  
// Description of the project 
// Author   LI JIA 
// Date  5/8/14 1:52 AM 
// Version   
// Copyright © LI JIA, 2014 
// License <#license#> 
// See   ReadMe.txt for references 
#define MPU6050_AUX_VDDIO          0x01   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_SMPLRT_DIV         0x19   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_CONFIG              0x1A   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_CONFIG       0x1B   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_CONFIG      0x1C   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FF_THR              0x1D   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FF_DUR              0x1E   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_MOT_THR            0x1F   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_MOT_DUR            0x20   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_ZRMOT_THR         0x21   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_ZRMOT_DUR         0x22   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_EN             0x23   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CTRL       0x24   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_ADDR      0x25   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_REG       0x26   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_CTRL      0x27   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_ADDR      0x28   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_REG       0x29   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_CTRL      0x2A   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_ADDR      0x2B   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_REG       0x2C   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_CTRL      0x2D   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_ADDR      0x2E   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_REG       0x2F   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_CTRL      0x30   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_ADDR      0x31   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_REG       0x32   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_DO        0x33   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_CTRL      0x34   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_DI         0x35   // R 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_STATUS    0x36   // R 
#define MPU6050_INT_PIN_CFG        0x37   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_INT_ENABLE         0x38   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_INT_STATUS         0x3A   // R 
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#define MPU6050_ACCEL_XOUT_H     0x3B   // R 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_XOUT_L       0x3C   // R 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_YOUT_H       0x3D   // R 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_YOUT_L       0x3E   // R 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ZOUT_H       0x3F   // R 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ZOUT_L       0x40   // R 
#define MPU6050_TEMP_OUT_H         0x41   // R 
#define MPU6050_TEMP_OUT_L         0x42   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_XOUT_H        0x43   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_XOUT_L        0x44   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_YOUT_H        0x45   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_YOUT_L        0x46   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_ZOUT_H        0x47   // R 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_ZOUT_L        0x48   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_00   0x49   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_01   0x4A   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_02   0x4B   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_03   0x4C   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_04   0x4D   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_05   0x4E   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_06   0x4F   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_07   0x50   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_08   0x51   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_09   0x52   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_10   0x53   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_11   0x54   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_12   0x55   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_13   0x56   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_14   0x57   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_15   0x58   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_16   0x59   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_17   0x5A   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_18   0x5B   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_19   0x5C   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_20   0x5D   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_21   0x5E   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_22   0x5F   // R 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SENS_DATA_23   0x60   // R 
#define MPU6050_MOT_DETECT_STATUS 0x61   // R 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_DO         0x63   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_DO         0x64   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_DO         0x65   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_DO         0x66   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DELAY_CTRL 0x67   // R/W 
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#define MPU6050_SIGNAL_PATH_RESET  0x68   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_MOT_DETECT_CTRL    0x69   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_USER_CTRL           0x6A   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_PWR_MGMT_1         0x6B   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_PWR_MGMT_2         0x6C   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_COUNTH         0x72   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_COUNTL         0x73   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_R_W             0x74   // R/W 
#define MPU6050_WHO_AM_I            0x75   // R 
 
#define MPU6050_D0 0 
#define MPU6050_D1 1 
#define MPU6050_D2 2 
#define MPU6050_D3 3 
#define MPU6050_D4 4 
#define MPU6050_D5 5 
#define MPU6050_D6 6 
#define MPU6050_D7 7 
 
// AUX_VDDIO Register 
#define MPU6050_AUX_VDDIO MPU6050_D7  // I2C high: 1=VDD, 0=VLOGIC 
 
// CONFIG Register 
// DLPF is Digital Low Pass Filter for both gyro and accelerometers. 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG0     MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG1     MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG2     MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET0 MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET1 MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET2 MPU6050_D5 
 
// Combined definitions for the EXT_SYNC_SET values 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_1 (bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET0)) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_2 (bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET1)) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_3 
(bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET1)|bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET0)) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_4 (bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET2)) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_5 
(bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET2)|bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET0)) 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_6 
(bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET2)|bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET1)) 
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#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_7 
(bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET2)|bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET1)|bit(MPU6050_EXT_SYN
C_SET0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions. 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_DISABLED     MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_0 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_TEMP_OUT_L   MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_1 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_GYRO_XOUT_L  MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_2 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_GYRO_YOUT_L  MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_3 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_GYRO_ZOUT_L  MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_4 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_ACCEL_XOUT_L MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_5 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_ACCEL_YOUT_L MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_6 
#define MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_ACCEL_ZOUT_L MPU6050_EXT_SYNC_SET_7 
 
// Combined definitions for the DLPF_CFG values 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_1 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG0)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_2 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG1)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_3 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG1)|bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG0)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_4 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG2)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_5 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG2)|bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG0)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_6 (bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG2)|bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG1)) 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_7 
(bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG2)|bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG1)|bit(MPU6050_DLPF_CFG0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// This name uses the bandwidth (Hz) for the accelometer, 
// for the gyro the bandwidth is almost the same. 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_260HZ    MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_0 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_184HZ    MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_1 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_94HZ     MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_2 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_44HZ     MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_3 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_21HZ     MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_4 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_10HZ     MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_5 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_5HZ      MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_6 
#define MPU6050_DLPF_RESERVED MPU6050_DLPF_CFG_7 
 
// GYRO_CONFIG Register 
// The XG_ST, YG_ST, ZG_ST are bits for selftest. 
// The FS_SEL sets the range for the gyro. 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL0 MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL1 MPU6050_D4 
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#define MPU6050_ZG_ST   MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_YG_ST   MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_XG_ST   MPU6050_D7 
 
// Combined definitions for the FS_SEL values 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_1 (bit(MPU6050_FS_SEL0)) 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_2 (bit(MPU6050_FS_SEL1)) 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_3 (bit(MPU6050_FS_SEL1)|bit(MPU6050_FS_SEL0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// The name uses the range in degrees per second. 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_250  MPU6050_FS_SEL_0 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_500  MPU6050_FS_SEL_1 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_1000 MPU6050_FS_SEL_2 
#define MPU6050_FS_SEL_2000 MPU6050_FS_SEL_3 
 
// ACCEL_CONFIG Register 
// The XA_ST, YA_ST, ZA_ST are bits for selftest. 
// The AFS_SEL sets the range for the accelerometer. 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF0 MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF1 MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF2 MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL0   MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL1   MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_ZA_ST      MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_YA_ST      MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_XA_ST      MPU6050_D7 
 
// Combined definitions for the ACCEL_HPF values 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_1 (bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF0)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_2 (bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF1)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_3 
(bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF1)|bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF0)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_4 (bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF2)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_7 
(bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF2)|bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF1)|bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// The name uses the Cut-off frequency. 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_RESET  MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_0 
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#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_5HZ    MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_1 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_2_5HZ  MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_2 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_1_25HZ MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_3 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_0_63HZ MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_4 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_HOLD   MPU6050_ACCEL_HPF_7 
 
// Combined definitions for the AFS_SEL values 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_1 (bit(MPU6050_AFS_SEL0)) 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_2 (bit(MPU6050_AFS_SEL1)) 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_3 (bit(MPU6050_AFS_SEL1)|bit(MPU6050_AFS_SEL0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// The name uses the full scale range for the accelerometer. 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_2G  MPU6050_AFS_SEL_0 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_4G  MPU6050_AFS_SEL_1 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_8G  MPU6050_AFS_SEL_2 
#define MPU6050_AFS_SEL_16G MPU6050_AFS_SEL_3 
 
// FIFO_EN Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_SLV0_FIFO_EN  MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_SLV1_FIFO_EN  MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_SLV2_FIFO_EN  MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_FIFO_EN MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_ZG_FIFO_EN    MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_YG_FIFO_EN    MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_XG_FIFO_EN    MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_TEMP_FIFO_EN  MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_MST_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0  MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1  MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2  MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3  MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_P_NSR MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_SLV_3_FIFO_EN MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_WAIT_FOR_ES   MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_MULT_MST_EN   MPU6050_D7 
 
// Combined definitions for the I2C_MST_CLK 
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#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_1  (bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_2  (bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_3  
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0))//3(11)|1(01) = (11) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_4  (bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_5  
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_6  
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_7  
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK
0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_8  (bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_9  
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_10 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_11 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK1)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK
0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_12 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_13 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK
0)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_14 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK
1)) 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_15 
(bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK3)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK2)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK
1)|bit(MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// The names uses I2C Master Clock Speed in kHz. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_348KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_333KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_320KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_308KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_296KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_286KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_276KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_267KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_7 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_258KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_8 
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#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_500KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_9 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_471KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_10 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_444KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_11 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_421KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_12 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_400KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_13 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_381KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_14 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_364KHZ MPU6050_I2C_MST_CLK_15 
 
// I2C_SLV0_ADDR Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_RW MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_SLV0_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_LEN0    MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_LEN1    MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_LEN2    MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_LEN3    MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_GRP     MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_REG_DIS MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_BYTE_SW MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_EN      MPU6050_D7 
 
// A mask for the length 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_LEN_MASK 0x0F 
 
// I2C_SLV1_ADDR Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_RW MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_SLV1_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_LEN0    MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_LEN1    MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_LEN2    MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_LEN3    MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_GRP     MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_REG_DIS MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_BYTE_SW MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_EN      MPU6050_D7 
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// A mask for the length 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_LEN_MASK 0x0F 
 
// I2C_SLV2_ADDR Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_RW MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_SLV2_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_LEN0    MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_LEN1    MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_LEN2    MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_LEN3    MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_GRP     MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_REG_DIS MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_BYTE_SW MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_EN      MPU6050_D7 
 
// A mask for the length 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_LEN_MASK 0x0F 
 
// I2C_SLV3_ADDR Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_RW MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_SLV3_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_LEN0    MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_LEN1    MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_LEN2    MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_LEN3    MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_GRP     MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_REG_DIS MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_BYTE_SW MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_EN      MPU6050_D7 
 
// A mask for the length 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_LEN_MASK 0x0F 
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// I2C_SLV4_ADDR Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_RW MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_SLV4_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY0     MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY1     MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY2     MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY3     MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY4     MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_REG_DIS MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_INT_EN  MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_EN      MPU6050_D7 
 
// A mask for the delay 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_DLY_MASK 0x1F 
 
// I2C_MST_STATUS Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_NACK MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_NACK MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_NACK MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_NACK MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_NACK MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_I2C_LOST_ARB  MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_DONE MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_PASS_THROUGH  MPU6050_D7 
 
// I2C_PIN_CFG Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_CLKOUT_EN       MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_BYPASS_EN   MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_FSYNC_INT_EN    MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_FSYNC_INT_LEVEL MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_INT_RD_CLEAR    MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_LATCH_INT_EN    MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_INT_OPEN        MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_INT_LEVEL       MPU6050_D7 
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// INT_ENABLE Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_DATA_RDY_EN    MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_INT_EN MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_OFLOW_EN  MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_ZMOT_EN        MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_MOT_EN         MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_FF_EN          MPU6050_D7 
 
// INT_STATUS Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_DATA_RDY_INT   MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_INT    MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_OFLOW_INT MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_ZMOT_INT       MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_MOT_INT        MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_FF_INT         MPU6050_D7 
 
// MOT_DETECT_STATUS Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_MOT_ZRMOT MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_MOT_ZPOS  MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_MOT_ZNEG  MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_MOT_YPOS  MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_MOT_YNEG  MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_MOT_XPOS  MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_MOT_XNEG  MPU6050_D7 
 
// IC2_MST_DELAY_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV0_DLY_EN MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV1_DLY_EN MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV2_DLY_EN MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV3_DLY_EN MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_I2C_SLV4_DLY_EN MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_DELAY_ES_SHADOW MPU6050_D7 
 
// SIGNAL_PATH_RESET Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
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#define MPU6050_TEMP_RESET  MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_RESET MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_GYRO_RESET  MPU6050_D2 
 
// MOT_DETECT_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT0      MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT1      MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT0       MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT1       MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY0 MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY1 MPU6050_D5 
 
// Combined definitions for the MOT_COUNT 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_1 (bit(MPU6050_MOT_COUNT0)) 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_2 (bit(MPU6050_MOT_COUNT1)) 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_3 
(bit(MPU6050_MOT_COUNT1)|bit(MPU6050_MOT_COUNT0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
#define MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_RESET MPU6050_MOT_COUNT_0 
 
// Combined definitions for the FF_COUNT 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT_1 (bit(MPU6050_FF_COUNT0)) 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT_2 (bit(MPU6050_FF_COUNT1)) 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT_3 (bit(MPU6050_FF_COUNT1)|bit(MPU6050_FF_COUNT0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
#define MPU6050_FF_COUNT_RESET MPU6050_FF_COUNT_0 
 
// Combined definitions for the ACCEL_ON_DELAY 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_1 (bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY0)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_2 (bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY1)) 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_3 
(bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY1)|bit(MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the ACCEL_ON_DELAY 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_0MS MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_0 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_1MS MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_1 
#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_2MS MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_2 
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#define MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_3MS MPU6050_ACCEL_ON_DELAY_3 
 
// USER_CTRL Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_SIG_COND_RESET MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_RESET  MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_RESET     MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_I2C_IF_DIS     MPU6050_D4   // must be 0 for MPU-6050 
#define MPU6050_I2C_MST_EN     MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_FIFO_EN        MPU6050_D6 
 
// PWR_MGMT_1 Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL0      MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL1      MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL2      MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_TEMP_DIS     MPU6050_D3    // 1: disable temperature sensor 
#define MPU6050_CYCLE        MPU6050_D5    // 1: sample and sleep 
#define MPU6050_SLEEP        MPU6050_D6    // 1: sleep mode 
#define MPU6050_DEVICE_RESET MPU6050_D7    // 1: reset to default values 
 
// Combined definitions for the CLKSEL 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_1 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL0)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_2 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL1)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_3 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL1)|bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL0)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_4 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL2)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_5 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL2)|bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL0)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_6 (bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL2)|bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL1)) 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_7 
(bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL2)|bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL1)|bit(MPU6050_CLKSEL0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_INTERNAL    MPU6050_CLKSEL_0 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_X           MPU6050_CLKSEL_1 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_Y           MPU6050_CLKSEL_2 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_Z           MPU6050_CLKSEL_3 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_EXT_32KHZ   MPU6050_CLKSEL_4 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_EXT_19_2MHZ MPU6050_CLKSEL_5 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_RESERVED    MPU6050_CLKSEL_6 
#define MPU6050_CLKSEL_STOP        MPU6050_CLKSEL_7 
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// PWR_MGMT_2 Register 
// These are the names for the bits. 
// Use these only with the bit() macro. 
#define MPU6050_STBY_ZG       MPU6050_D0 
#define MPU6050_STBY_YG       MPU6050_D1 
#define MPU6050_STBY_XG       MPU6050_D2 
#define MPU6050_STBY_ZA       MPU6050_D3 
#define MPU6050_STBY_YA       MPU6050_D4 
#define MPU6050_STBY_XA       MPU6050_D5 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL0 MPU6050_D6 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL1 MPU6050_D7 
 
// Combined definitions for the LP_WAKE_CTRL 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_0 (0) 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_1 (bit(MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL0)) 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_2 (bit(MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL1)) 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_3 
(bit(MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL1)|bit(MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL0)) 
 
// Alternative names for the combined definitions 
// The names uses the Wake-up Frequency. 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_1_25HZ MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_0 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_2_5HZ  MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_1 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_5HZ    MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_2 
#define MPU6050_LP_WAKE_10HZ   MPU6050_LP_WAKE_CTRL_3 
 
// Default I2C address for the MPU-6050 is 0x68. 
// But only if the AD0 pin is low. 
// Some sensor boards have AD0 high, and the 
// I2C address thus becomes 0x69. 
#define MPU6050_I2C_ADDRESS 0x68 
#include <Wire.h> 
#include "DualVNH5019MotorShield.h" 
DualVNH5019MotorShield md; 
#define         LED_PIN                 13  
#define         buzzer                   A15; 
bool         blinkState =             false; 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                 INITIALIZE MOTOR PIN MAPPING               === 
// ================================================================ 
#include <PinChangeInt.h> 
#define   motorX_InA                  2                          // INA X motor pin 
#define   motorX_InB                  4                          // INB X motor pin 
#define   motorY_InA                  7                          // INA Y motor pin 
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#define   motorY_InB                  8                          // INB Y motor pin 
#define   motorZ_InA                 52                          // INA Z motor pin 
#define   motorZ_InB                 53                          // INB Z motor pin 
#define   PWM_X                     9                         // PWM X motor pin 
#define   PWM_Y                    10                         // PWM Y motor pin 
#define   PWM_Z                    13                         // PWM Z motor pin 
#define encoderXPinA                 19 
#define encoderXPinB                 23 
#define encoderYPinA                 18 
#define encoderYPinB                 22 
#define encoderZPinA                 A8 
#define encoderZPinB                 A9 
static long countAntX =                 0; 
static long countAntY =                 0; 
static long countAntZ =                 0; 
long                    countX; 
long                    countY; 
long                    countZ; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                        MOTOR OFFDSET                       === 
// ================================================================ 
float         motorOffsetX =             1; 
float         motorOffsetY =             1; 
float         motorOffsetZ =             1; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                     PWM VALUE OF MOTORS                   === 
// ================================================================ 
int            PWMvalueX =            0; 
int            PWMvalueY =            0; 
int            PWMvalueZ =            0; 
int          PWMvalueZ_1 =            0; 
int          PWMvalueZ_2 =            0; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                      SENSOR DATA&OFFSET                    === 
// ================================================================ 
unsigned long lastReadTime; 
float           lastAngleX;  // These are the filtered angles 
float           lastAngleY; 
float           lastAngleZ; 
float       lastGyroAngleX;  // Store the gyro angles to compare drift 
float       lastGyroAngleY; 
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float       lastGyroAngleZ; 
float          base_xAccel; 
float          base_yAccel; 
float          base_zAccel; 
float           base_xGyro; 
float           base_yGyro; 
float           base_zGyro; 
float           gyroRate_x; 
float           gyroRate_y; 
float           gyroRate_z; 
int            setPointX =            0; 
int            setPointY =            0; 
int            setPointZ =            0; 
float        actualAngleX; 
float        actualAngleY; 
float        actualAngleZ; 
int          actualAngleX_mapped; 
int          actualAngleY_mapped; 
int          actualAngleZ_mapped; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                         PID DEFAULT SETTING                    === 
// ================================================================ 
int             actualSpeedX       =        0; // speed (actual value) 
int             actualSpeedY       =        0; 
int             actualSpeedZ       =        0; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                          INITIALIZE THE LOOP TIME                === 
// ================================================================ 
int     STD_LOOP_TIME    =                   10; 
int      lastLoopTime      =     STD_LOOP_TIME; 
int lastLoopUsefulTime       =     STD_LOOP_TIME; 
unsigned long loopStartTime  =                     0; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                          INITIALIZE THE PRINT TIME                === 
// ================================================================ 
unsigned long      lastMilli       =        0; // loop timing 
unsigned long lastMilliPrint        =        0; // loop timing 
 
#define   LINE_END              10                             // \n 
#define   SPLIT                  58                             // : 
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// ================================================================ 
// ===                               DEBUG GUI                          === 
// ================================================================ 
int updateRate = 5;            //Nr of loop to skip sending and receving info from PC 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                               DEBUG GUI                          === 
// ================================================================ 
typedef union union_AccelTempGyro //A union is like a structure in which all members are stored 
at the same address. Usually used to prevent memorry fragmentation 
{ 
    struct    //group together different data elements (have different types and different 
lengths.) under the same name 
    { 
        uint8_t xAccel_H; 
        uint8_t xAccel_L; 
        uint8_t yAccel_H; 
        uint8_t yAccel_L; 
        uint8_t zAccel_H; 
        uint8_t zAccel_L; 
        uint8_t t_H; 
        uint8_t t_L; 
        uint8_t xGyro_H; 
        uint8_t xGyro_L; 
        uint8_t yGyro_H; 
        uint8_t yGyro_L; 
        uint8_t zGyro_H; 
        uint8_t zGyro_L; 
    } 
    reg;  //type definitions REGISTER 
    struct 
    { 
        int xAccel; 
        int yAccel; 
        int zAccel; 
        int temperature; 
        int xGyro; 
        int yGyro; 
        int zGyro; 
    } 
    value;   //type definitions ANGLE VALUE 
}; 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
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// **********************                    SET UP                   ***************** 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
void setup() { 
    pinMode(motorX_InA, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(motorX_InB, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(motorY_InA, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(motorY_InB, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(motorZ_InA, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(motorZ_InB, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(A15,OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(PWM_X, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(PWM_Y, OUTPUT); 
    pinMode(PWM_Z, OUTPUT); 
    md.init();//initialize motor driver 
    Serial.begin(115200); 
    // ================================================================ 
    // ===                      ENCODER SETTING                     === 
    // ================================================================ 
    pinMode(encoderXPinA, INPUT_PULLUP); 
    digitalWrite(encoderXPinA, HIGH); 
    attachInterrupt(4, &doEncoderX, FALLING);  // attachInterrupt pin 19 
     
    pinMode(encoderYPinA, INPUT_PULLUP); 
    digitalWrite(encoderYPinA, HIGH); 
    attachInterrupt(5, &doEncoderY, FALLING);  // attachInterrupt pin 18 
     
    pinMode(encoderZPinA, INPUT_PULLUP); 
    digitalWrite(encoderZPinA, HIGH); 
    PCintPort::attachInterrupt(encoderZPinA, &doEncoderZ, FALLING);  // software Interrupt 
pin A8 
    // ================================================================ 
    // ===                        INITIALIZE SENSOR                  === 
    // ================================================================ 
    int error; 
    uint8_t c; 
    // Initialize the 'Wire' class for the I2C-bus. 
    Wire.begin(); 
     
    // default at power-up: 
    //    Gyro at 250 degrees second 
    //    Acceleration at 2g 
    //    Clock source at internal 16MHz 
    //    The device is in sleep mode. 
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    error = MPU6050Read (MPU6050_WHO_AM_I, &c, 1); 
    error = MPU6050Read (MPU6050_PWR_MGMT_2, &c, 1); 
    // Clear the 'sleep' bit to start the sensor. 
    MPU6050_WriteReg (MPU6050_PWR_MGMT_1, 0); 
    //Calibrate Sensor 
    calibrateSensors(); 
    LastReadAngleData(millis(), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); 
    // configure LED for output 
    pinMode(LED_PIN, OUTPUT); 
} 
 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
// ******************************         MAIN LOOP            ***************************      
// ************************************************************************************************** 
// ************************************************************************************************** 
 
void loop() { 
     
    int error; 
    union_AccelTempGyro accelTempGyro; 
     
    // Read the raw values. 
    error = readAccelTempGyro((uint8_t*) &accelTempGyro); 
     
    // Get the time of reading for rotation computations 
    unsigned long t_now = millis(); 
     
    // Convert gyro values to degrees/sec 
    float FS_SEL = 131; 
     
    float gyroRate_x = (accelTempGyro.value.xGyro - base_xGyro)/FS_SEL; 
    float gyroRate_y = (accelTempGyro.value.yGyro - base_yGyro)/FS_SEL; 
    float gyroRate_z = (accelTempGyro.value.zGyro - base_zGyro)/FS_SEL; 
     
    // Get raw acceleration values 
    //float G_CONVERT = 16384; 
    float accelX_raw = accelTempGyro.value.xAccel; 
    float accelY_raw = accelTempGyro.value.yAccel; 
    float accelZ_raw = accelTempGyro.value.zAccel; 
     
    // ********************** Acclerometer Data Acquisation ******************** 
    float RADIANS_TO_DEGREES = 180/3.14159; 
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    //  float accel_vector_length = sqrt(pow(accelX_raw,2) + pow(accelY_raw,2) + 
pow(accelZ_raw,2)); 
    float accel_angle_y = atan(-1*accelX_raw/sqrt(pow(accelY_raw,2) + 
pow(accelZ_raw,2)))*RADIANS_TO_DEGREES; 
    float accel_angle_x = atan(accelY_raw/sqrt(pow(accelX_raw,2) + 
pow(accelZ_raw,2)))*RADIANS_TO_DEGREES; 
     
    float accel_angle_z = 0; 
     
    // ***************************** Filtered Angle **************************** 
    float dt =(t_now - get_lastTime())/1000.0; 
    float gyro_angle_x = gyroRate_x*lastLoopTime + get_lastAngleX(); 
    float gyro_angle_y = gyroRate_y*lastLoopTime + get_lastAngleY(); 
    float gyro_angle_z = gyroRate_z*lastLoopTime + get_lastAngleZ(); 
     
    // **************************** Unfiltered Angle *************************** 
    float unfiltered_gyro_angle_x = gyroRate_x*lastLoopTime + get_lastGyroAngleX(); 
    float unfiltered_gyro_angle_y = gyroRate_y*lastLoopTime + get_lastGyroAngleY(); 
    float unfiltered_gyro_angle_z = gyroRate_z*lastLoopTime + get_lastGyroAngleZ(); 
     
    // ************************** Complementary Filter ************************* 
    // Apply the complementary filter to figure out the change in angle - choice of alpha is 
    // estimated now.  Alpha depends on the sampling rate... 
    float alpha = 0.96; 
    float angle_x = alpha*gyro_angle_x + (1.0 - alpha)*accel_angle_x; 
    float angle_y = alpha*gyro_angle_y + (1.0 - alpha)*accel_angle_y; 
    float angle_z = gyro_angle_z;  //Accelerometer doesn't give z-angle 
     
    // Update the saved data with the latest values 
    LastReadAngleData(t_now, angle_x, angle_y, angle_z, unfiltered_gyro_angle_x, 
unfiltered_gyro_angle_y, unfiltered_gyro_angle_z); 
     
    // ************************* Sensor Data Acquisation ************************ 
     
    getMotorData(); 
     
    actualAngleX = kalmanCalculate(accel_angle_x, gyroRate_x, lastLoopTime); 
    actualAngleY = kalmanCalculate(accel_angle_y, gyroRate_y, lastLoopTime); 
    actualAngleZ = kalmanCalculate(accel_angle_z, gyroRate_z, lastLoopTime); 
     
    actualAngleX_mapped = actualAngleX*100; 
    actualAngleY_mapped = actualAngleY*100; 
     
    // ************************** PID and Motor Drive **************************** 
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    PWMvalueX = updatePid_X(setPointX, actualAngleX_mapped); 
    PWMvalueY = updatePid_Y(setPointY, actualAngleY_mapped); 
     
    if(actualAngleX>(setPointX-25) && actualAngleX<(setPointX+25)) 
driveMotorX(PWMvalueX); 
    else    driveMotorX(0);     // stop motors if situation is hopeless 
    if(actualAngleY>(setPointY-25) && actualAngleY<(setPointY+25)) 
driveMotorY(PWMvalueY); 
    else    driveMotorY(0);     // stop motors if situation is hopeless 
    PWMvalueZ = updatePid_Speed(PWMvalueZ, (actualSpeedX+actualSpeedY)*0.45, 
actualSpeedZ); 
    if (actualSpeedX+actualSpeedY>0)driveMotorZ(-PWMvalueZ); 
    else driveMotorZ(PWMvalueZ); 
    // ****************************** print Debug info **************************** 
     
    serialIn_GUI();       //Processing information from a pc 
    serialOut_GUI(); //Sending information to pc for debug 
     
    // **************************** Loop Timing Control *************************** 
    lastLoopUsefulTime = millis()-loopStartTime; //real time needed to go through the loop 
    if(lastLoopUsefulTime<STD_LOOP_TIME)   
delay(STD_LOOP_TIME-lastLoopUsefulTime); 
    lastLoopTime = millis() - loopStartTime; //final time loop, including the variable added delay 
    loopStartTime = millis(); 
} 
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KALMAN FILTER 
 
// Kalman_filter 
// Description of the project 
// Author   LI JIA 
//    LiJia 
// Date  5/20/14 1:08 AM 
// Version <#version#> 
// Copyright © LI JIA, 2014 
// License  <#license#> 
// See   ReadMe.txt for references 
float Q_angle  =  0.001; //0.001 
float Q_gyro   =  0.003;  //0.003 
float R_angle  =  0.03;  //0.03 
float x_angle = 0; 
float x_bias = 0; 
float P_00 = 0, P_01 = 0, P_10 = 0, P_11 = 0; 
float dt, y, S; 
float K_0, K_1; 
float kalmanCalculate(float newAngle, float newRate,int looptime) { 
    dt = float(looptime)/1000;                                    // XXXXXXX arevoir 
    x_angle += dt * (newRate - x_bias); 
    P_00 +=  - dt * (P_10 + P_01) + Q_angle * dt; 
    P_01 +=  - dt * P_11; 
    P_10 +=  - dt * P_11; 
    P_11 +=  + Q_gyro * dt; 
     
    y = newAngle - x_angle; 
    S = P_00 + R_angle; 
    K_0 = P_00 / S; 
    K_1 = P_10 / S; 
     
    x_angle +=  K_0 * y; 
    x_bias  +=  K_1 * y; 
    P_00 -= K_0 * P_00; 
    P_01 -= K_0 * P_01; 
    P_10 -= K_1 * P_00; 
    P_11 -= K_1 * P_01; 
     
    return x_angle; 
} 
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// sensor_reading 
// Description of the project 
// Author   LI JIA 
//    LiJia 
// Date  5/8/14 2:35 AM 
// Version <#version#> 
// Copyright © LI JIA, 2014 
// License <#license#> 
// See   ReadMe.txt for references 
inline unsigned long get_lastTime() { 
    return lastReadTime; 
} 
inline float get_lastAngleX() { 
    return lastAngleX; 
} 
inline float get_lastAngleY() { 
    return lastAngleY; 
} 
inline float get_lastAngleZ() { 
    return lastAngleZ; 
} 
inline float get_lastGyroAngleX() { 
    return lastGyroAngleX; 
} 
inline float get_lastGyroAngleY() { 
    return lastGyroAngleY; 
} 
inline float get_lastGyroAngleZ() { 
    return lastGyroAngleZ; 
} 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                           GET RAW DATA                     === 
// ================================================================ 
int readAccelTempGyro(uint8_t* accelTempGyro_ptr) { 
    union_AccelTempGyro* accelTempGyro = (union_AccelTempGyro *) accelTempGyro_ptr; 
     
    int error = MPU6050Read (MPU6050_ACCEL_XOUT_H, (uint8_t *) accelTempGyro, 
sizeof(*accelTempGyro)); 
     
    // Swap all high and low bytes. 
    // After this, the registers values are swapped, 
    // so the structure name like xAccel_L does no 
    // longer contain the lower byte. 
    uint8_t swap; 
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#define SWAP(x,y) swap = x; x = y; y = swap 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.xAccel_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.xAccel_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.yAccel_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.yAccel_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.zAccel_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.zAccel_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.t_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.t_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.xGyro_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.xGyro_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.yGyro_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.yGyro_L); 
    SWAP ((*accelTempGyro).reg.zGyro_H, (*accelTempGyro).reg.zGyro_L); 
     
    return error; 
} 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                    LAST READ SENSOR DATA                    === 
// ================================================================ 
void LastReadAngleData(unsigned long time, float x, float y, float z, float xGyro, float yGyro, float 
zGyro) { 
    lastReadTime = time; 
    lastAngleX = x; 
    lastAngleY = y; 
    lastAngleZ = z; 
    lastGyroAngleX = xGyro; 
    lastGyroAngleY = yGyro; 
    lastGyroAngleZ = zGyro; 
} 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                          CALIBRATE SENSOR                 === 
// ================================================================ 
void calibrateSensors() { 
    int                   numReadings = 100; 
    float                 xAccel = 0; 
    float                 yAccel = 0; 
    float                 zAccel = 0; 
    float                 xGyro = 0; 
    float                 yGyro = 0; 
    float                 zGyro = 0; 
    union_AccelTempGyro    accelTempGyro; 
    long startCalibrateTime = millis(); 
    long calibrateTime = 0; 
     
    Serial.println("Starting Calibration"); 
     
    // Discard the first set of values read from the IMU 
    readAccelTempGyro((uint8_t *) &accelTempGyro); 
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    // Read and average the raw values from the IMU 
    for (int i = 0; i < numReadings; i++) { 
        readAccelTempGyro((uint8_t *) &accelTempGyro); 
        xAccel += accelTempGyro.value.xAccel; 
        yAccel += accelTempGyro.value.yAccel; 
        zAccel += accelTempGyro.value.zAccel; 
        xGyro += accelTempGyro.value.xGyro; 
        yGyro += accelTempGyro.value.yGyro; 
        zGyro += accelTempGyro.value.zGyro; 
        delay(100); 
    } 
    xAccel /= numReadings; 
    yAccel /= numReadings; 
    zAccel /= numReadings; 
    xGyro /= numReadings; 
    yGyro /= numReadings; 
    zGyro /= numReadings; 
     
    // Store the bias value 
    base_xAccel = xAccel; 
    base_yAccel = yAccel; 
    base_zAccel = zAccel; 
    base_xGyro = xGyro; 
    base_yGyro = yGyro; 
    base_zGyro = zGyro; 
    calibrateTime = millis()-startCalibrateTime; 
    Serial.println("Finishing Calibration"); 
    Serial.println(calibrateTime); 
} 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                    READ DATA FROM SENSOR                   === 
// ================================================================ 
int MPU6050Read(int start, uint8_t *buffer, int size) 
{ 
    int i, n, error; 
     
    Wire.beginTransmission(MPU6050_I2C_ADDRESS); 
    n = Wire.write(start); 
    if (n != 1) 
        return (-10); 
    n = Wire.endTransmission(false);    // hold the I2C-bus 
    if (n != 0) 
        return (n); 
    // Third parameter is true: relase I2C-bus after data is read. 
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    Wire.requestFrom(MPU6050_I2C_ADDRESS, size, true); 
    i = 0; 
    while(Wire.available() && i<size) 
    { 
        buffer[i++]=Wire.read(); 
    } 
    if ( i != size) 
        return (-11); 
    return (0);  // return : no error 
} 
// Parameters: 
//   start : Start address, use a define for the register 
//   pData : A pointer to the data to write. 
//   size  : The number of bytes to write. 
// If only a single register is written, a pointer 
// to the data has to be used, and the size is 
// a single byte: 
//   int data = 0;        // the data to write 
//   MPU6050_write (MPU6050_PWR_MGMT_1, &c, 1); 
int MPU6050_write(int start, const uint8_t *pData, int size) 
{ 
    int n, error; 
    Wire.beginTransmission(MPU6050_I2C_ADDRESS); 
    n = Wire.write(start);        // write the start address 
    if (n != 1) 
        return (-20); 
    n = Wire.write(pData, size);  // write data bytes 
    if (n != size) 
        return (-21); 
    error = Wire.endTransmission(true); // release the I2C-bus 
    if (error != 0) 
        return (error); 
    return (0);         // return : no error 
} 
//MPU6050_WriteReg// 
int MPU6050_WriteReg(int reg, uint8_t data) 
{ 
    int error; 
    error = MPU6050_write(reg, &data, 1); 
    return (error); 
} 
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MOTOR AND ENCODER 
// motor_encoder 
// Author   LI JIA 
//    LiJia 
// Date  6/10/14 1:30 PM 
// Version <#version#> 
// Copyright © LI JIA, 2014 
// License <#license#> 
// See   ReadMe.txt for references 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                          DRIVE MOTOR X                    === 
// ================================================================ 
int driveMotorX(int torque)  { 
    if (torque >= 0)  {                                    // drive motors forward 
        digitalWrite(motorX_InA, LOW); 
        digitalWrite(motorX_InB, HIGH); 
        torque = 1.25*torque; 
    } 
    else {                                              // drive motors backward 
        digitalWrite(motorX_InA, HIGH); 
        digitalWrite(motorX_InB, LOW); 
        torque = abs(torque); 
    } 
    if(torque>8) map(torque,0,400,30,255); 
    analogWrite(PWM_X,torque); 
} 
int driveMotorY(int torque)  { 
    if (torque >= 0)  {                                    // drive motors forward 
        digitalWrite(motorY_InA, LOW); 
        digitalWrite(motorY_InB, HIGH); 
    } 
    else {                                              // drive motors backward 
        digitalWrite(motorY_InA, HIGH); 
        digitalWrite(motorY_InB, LOW); 
        torque = 1.25*abs(torque); 
    } 
    if(torque>8) map(torque,0,400,30,255); 
    analogWrite(PWM_Y,torque); 
} 
 
int driveMotorZ(int torque)  { 
    if (torque >= 0)  {                                    // drive motors forward 
        digitalWrite(motorZ_InA, LOW); 
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        digitalWrite(motorZ_InB, HIGH); 
    } 
    else {                                              // drive motors backward 
        digitalWrite(motorZ_InA, HIGH); 
        digitalWrite(motorZ_InB, LOW); 
        torque = abs(torque); 
    } 
    analogWrite(PWM_Z,torque); 
} 
 
/*------------INTERRUPT SUBROUTINE X-------------*/ 
void doEncoderX() { 
    /* 
     if (digitalRead(23)==HIGH)  countX++; 
     else                        countX--; 
     */ 
    if (PINA & 0b00000010)    countX++;                // if (digitalRead(23)==HIGH) 
Digital pin 23 is the 00000010 pin of port A   countX ++; 
    else                      countX--;                // if (digitalRead(23)==LOW)   
countX --; 
    //Serial.print("countX : "); 
    //Serial.println(countX); 
} 
 
/*------------INTERRUPT SUBROUTINE Y-----------*/ 
void doEncoderY() { 
    /* 
     if (digitalRead(22)==HIGH)  countY++; 
     else                        countY--; 
     */ 
    if (PINA & 0b00000001)    countY++;                // if (digitalRead(22)==HIGH) 
Digital pin 22 is the 00000001 pin of port A   countY ++; 
    else                      countY--;                // if (digitalRead(22)==LOW)   
countY --; 
    //Serial.print("countY : "); 
    //Serial.println(countY); 
} 
 
/*------------INTERRUPT SUBROUTINE Z-----------*/ 
void doEncoderZ() { 
    /* 
     if (digitalRead(A9)==HIGH)  countZ++; 
     else                        countZ--; 
     */ 
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    if (PINK & 0b00000010)    countZ++;                // if (digitalRead(A9)==HIGH) A9 is 
the 00000010 pin of port K   countZ ++; 
    else                      countZ--;                // if (digitalRead(A9)==LOW)   
countZ --; 
    //Serial.print("countZ : "); 
    //Serial.println(countZ); 
} 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                        GET MOTOR DATA                      === 
// ================================================================ 
void getMotorData()  {                                                        // 
calculate speed, volts and Amps 
    // last count 
    actualSpeedX = ((countX - countAntX)*(60*(1000/lastLoopTime)))/(16*19);          // 16 
pulses X 19 gear ratio = 464 counts per output shaft rev 
    countAntX = countX; 
    actualSpeedY = ((countY - countAntY)*(60*(1000/lastLoopTime)))/(16*19);          // 16 
pulses X 19 gear ratio = 464 counts per output shaft rev 
    countAntY = countY; 
    actualSpeedZ = ((countZ - countAntZ)*(60*(1000/lastLoopTime)))/(16*19);          // 16 
pulses X 19 gear ratio = 464 counts per output shaft rev 
    countAntZ = countZ;  
} 
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PID 
 
// PID 
// Description of the project 
// Author   LI JIA 
//     LiJia 
// Date   6/17/14 2:30 PM 
// Version  <#version#> 
// Copyright © LI JIA, 2014 
// License  <#license#> 
// See   ReadMe.txt for references 
 
#define       GUARD_GAIN               80.0 
#define       GUARD_GAIN_Wheel         2000 
#define       GUARD_GAIN_Speed         20.0 
 
float                   K          =       0.01; 
int                     Kp         =         20; 
int                     Ki          =       103; 
int                     Kd         =          1; 
 
int              pidTerm_X         =          0; 
int                error_X          =          0; 
int            lastError_X           =          0; 
int pTerm_X = 0,  iTerm_X = 0,  dTerm_X = 0; 
float    integratedError_X           =          0; 
 
int              pidTerm_Y         =          0; 
int                error_Y          =          0; 
int            lastError_Y           =          0; 
int pTerm_Y = 0,   iTerm_Y = 0, dTerm_Y = 0; 
float    integratedError_Y           =          0; 
 
int                   Kp_Z         =         1; 
int                   Ki_Z          =         0; 
int                   Kd_Z         =          0  ; 
int              pidTerm_Z         =          0; 
int                error_Z          =          0; 
int            lastError_Z          =          0; 
int pTerm_Z= 0,  iTerm_Z = 0,  dTerm_Z = 0; 
float    integratedError_Z           =          0; 
 
float                K_Speed       =       0.1; 
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int                 Kp_Speed       =        9; // PID proportional control Gain 
int                 Ki_Speed        =        1; 
int                 Kd_Speed       =       10; // PID Derivitave control gain 
float  integratedError_Speed         =        0; 
int              iTerm_Speed       =        0; 
int            pidTerm_Speed       =        0; // PID correction 
int              error_Speed       =        0; 
static int   lastError_Speed          =        0; 
 
int                 Kp_Wheel       =        10; 
int                 Ki_Wheel       =        0; 
int                 Kd_Wheel       =        0; 
float  integratedError_Wheel         =        0; 
int              pTerm_Wheel       =        0; 
int              iTerm_Wheel       =        0; 
int              dTerm_Wheel       =        0; 
static long int   lastCountX           =        0; 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                       PID PWM CONTROL                    === 
// ================================================================ 
int updatePid_X(int targetValue_X, int currentValue_X)   {             // compute PWM value 
     
    error_X = targetValue_X - currentValue_X; 
    pTerm_X = Kp * error_X; 
     
    if (millis() > 30000) { 
        integratedError_X += 0.01*error_X; 
    } 
    iTerm_X = Ki * constrain(integratedError_X, -GUARD_GAIN, GUARD_GAIN); 
    dTerm_X = Kd * 1.05*(error_X - lastError_X)/0.01; 
    lastError_X = error_X; 
    /* 
     pTerm_Wheel = Kp_Wheel * countX; 
     integratedError_Wheel += 0.01*countX;  //  -(Kxp/100) * count; 
     iTerm_Wheel = Ki_Wheel * constrain(integratedError_Wheel, -GUARD_GAIN_Wheel, 
GUARD_GAIN_Wheel); 
     dTerm_Wheel = Kd_Wheel * (countX - lastCountX); 
     lastCountX = countX; 
     */ 
    return -constrain(K*(pTerm_X + iTerm_X + dTerm_X + pTerm_Wheel +iTerm_Wheel + 
dTerm_Wheel), -400, 400); 
} 
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int updatePid_Y(int targetValue_Y, int currentValue_Y)   {             // compute PWM value 
     
    error_Y = targetValue_Y - currentValue_Y; 
    pTerm_Y = Kp * error_Y; 
     
    if (millis() > 30000) { 
        integratedError_Y += 0.01*error_Y; 
    } 
    iTerm_Y = Ki * constrain(integratedError_Y, -GUARD_GAIN, GUARD_GAIN); 
    dTerm_Y = Kd * (error_Y - lastError_Y); 
    lastError_Y = error_Y; 
    return -constrain(K*(pTerm_Y + iTerm_Y + dTerm_Y), -400, 400); 
} 
 
int updatePid_Z(int targetValue_Z, int currentValue_Z)   {          // compute PWM value 
    error_Z = targetValue_Z - currentValue_Z; 
    pTerm_Z = Kp_Z * error_Z; 
     
    if (millis() > 30000) { 
        integratedError_Y += 0.01*error_Y; 
    } 
    iTerm_Z = Ki_Z * constrain(integratedError_Z, -GUARD_GAIN, GUARD_GAIN); 
    dTerm_Y = Kd_Z * (error_Z - lastError_Z); 
    lastError_Z = error_Z; 
    return -constrain(K*(pTerm_Z + iTerm_Z + dTerm_Z), -255, 255); 
} 
 
// ================================================================ 
// ===                       PID SPEED FOLLOW                     === 
// ================================================================ 
int updatePid_Speed(int command, int targetValue, int currentValue)   {             // 
compute PWM value 
    error_Speed = abs(targetValue) - abs(currentValue); 
    integratedError_Speed += error_Speed; 
    iTerm_Speed = Ki_Speed * constrain(integratedError_Speed, -GUARD_GAIN_Speed, 
GUARD_GAIN_Speed); 
    pidTerm_Speed = (Kp_Speed * error_Speed) + iTerm_Speed + (Kd_Speed * (error_Speed 
- lastError_Speed)); 
    lastError_Speed = error_Speed; 
    return constrain(command + int(K_Speed*pidTerm_Speed), 0, 255); 
} 


